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UAO confirms scheduled spring concert
BRANDI BARHITE
ElXIDR-lN-CHIEF

UAO president Jen Joyce confirmed yesterday that there is a concert scheduled for Bowling Green
State University April 11, but would
not reveal who would be playing.
This confirmation comes after
three weeks of speculation that
UAO has scheduled Bush and
Moby, a part of the MTV Campus
Invasion Tour, to play in Anderson
Arena April II.
Although Pollstar.com (the
online version of Pollstar magazine),
the Bush website and the MTV website all have Bush and Moby scheduled to play at BGSU April 11. UAO
would not confirm this information.
In addition. UAO would make
no comment about the MTV commercials publicizing the Bush and
Mi >by concert at B( iS I
Jay Smith, route book editor of
Pollstar, said the website information is correct.
Brian Engelman, UAO concert
director, said plans arc going well
for the spring concert and hopes to
officially announce the concert.
along with the scheduled performers
soon
"We .ire pushing hard to let the
students know by this Friday possibly, but definitely in the next two
weeks."
Engelmiin said UAO is hesitant
to reveal more information until the
contract has been agreed upon bj
both parties As of press time, Kim
lacobs, assistant dean ol students

CONCERT — According to several websites and a MTV commercial, Bush and Moby are scheduled to perform at BGSU April 11.
organizations that are asked for coand adviser to UAO, said there is a reached for comment.
sponsorships will not be told who
contract lor a spring concert, but it
In the meantime. Engelman said will be performing at the spring conhasn't been signed by either party. UAO will begin asking University
She would not say what bands have organizations to help sponsor the cert.
a possible contract.
Joyce said the concert will cost
spring concert with money or manBush's manager could not be power. Yet Engelman said that even UAO around $95,000 and that UAO

The Administr alive Staff Council
Awards and Special Recognitions
Committee is now accepting nominations for the 20O0 Bowling Green
Best Award.
The award, in its) third year, is in
recognition of OUtst .inding contributions to BGSU b;V administrative
staff members.
Any current full-time or part-time
administrative staff member is eligible for the award.
This award recognizes administrative members who have met the
following criteria: implemented a
new idea or program K) benefit the
BGSU
learning
community;
improved the quality of programs
and or services on the BGSU campus; provided excellent customer
service to the BGSU community;
and demonstrated exemplary commitment to the core values of
BGSU.
Although this award was
designed to recognize individual
staff members, team nominations
will also be considered.
There is a maximum of 12

MICHELLE REITER
STAFF WRITER

awards available. Last year eight
winners were selected, while in
1098 there were 12 recipients.
The nomination procedure consists of completing trie official nomination form and attaching a onepage typed narrative describing the
nominee's achievements and contributions. The main question to
answer in the essay is: What has
your nominee done that distinguish
cs him/her in the selected criteria?
Nominations will be accepted
from current BGSU students, faculty, classified and administrative
members.
"This is a great opportunity for
students to indicate that there has
been an administrator that has
helped them along their career path
and gives them the chance to show
their appreciation by nominating
them for this honor." said Laura
Waggoner. Chair of the Special
Awards and Recognition Committee.
The awards will be given at the
Spring ASC reception. Each winner
will receive a hand-painted ceramic
"Falcon" replica. The person who
i See BEST, page 7.

Engelman said the UAO Concert
Committee will put $30,000 toward
the concert, but said he is "banking
on a sell-out of most of the tickets"

to covei the rest ol the cost
He said concert tickets will be no
more than $20 and that the tickets
will be available to BGSU students
first and then, depending on the ticket sales, will be open to the public.

Global warming still suspect

Administrative staff
nominations begin
NICOLE VALEK
STAFT WR'rrm

isn't looking to make money, but
only to "break even."

Warming trends thai began in the
late 80s and continue to heat up the
new century have scientists warning
people about global warming.
However, according to a University professor, the earth is heating
up. but global warming is still a just
theory.
Arthur Samel, a University geography and environmental science
professor, said there has been a significant warming trend throughout
the last century.
"But whether or not it's global
warming, we don't know for sure."
Samel said. "Global warming means
that the gasses we are releasing into
the air will absorb the solar heat that
is trying to escape. With less heat
escaping, the earth will be naturally
warm. But we can't tell for sure if
that's what's happening."
The burning of carbon in factories and motor vehicles is one of the
major causes of this absorption.
Samel said, adding that although this
has been proven, people are unlikely
to support tearing down the factories
and giving up their cars
Samel said the global warming theory first surfaced during the drought
of 1988.

"It was more than just a hot summer." he said. "Il broke records
Climate experts wanted to find out
why. and they came up with this."
These days. Samel said some scientists are too quick to use global
warming as a simple solution to all
kinds of weather problems. Because
of the lack of scientific evidence
linking the warming trend in
absolute terms to the theory of global warming, scientists remain conflicted.
"Global warming has inspired
debate for decades." said Joe
Thomas, a meteorologist from
WTVG-13 in Toledo. "There are
scientists who swear by il. and others who say there's no proof thai the
earth is getting any warmer."
Thomas said that while the temperature has increased according to
some temperalurc sensors, scientists
believe that the location of these
sensors renders their readings less
reliable.
"A lot of them are located where
big cities have risen up around
them." Thomas said "Cities lend to
be warmer anyway, but they've
grown so significantly in the last
decade that's bound to have affected
the lemperatuie."
Thomas said thai reports on global warming arc slill vague, and no
significant climate changes have

i
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WARM — Pedestrians enjoy the warm weather with a walk on the
board walk in Ocean City.
been delected in Northwest Ohio. thai the warming trend of the last
While WTVG-13 has shown studies centur) is too significant to ignore.
"In the last century the average
about global warming on Ihe local
news. Thomas said he has received global temperalurc has risen about
one degree." he said. "That doesn't
few calls from panicked citizens
"People are more concerned sound like a lot. but if you add all
aboul snow." Thomas said. "I .ike .i the average temperatures together
lot of climate changes, so far this — actually, it's enormous."
And this rise in temperature is on
one is more hype than reality."
Whether it can be attributed to
global warming or not. Samel said
See WARMING, page 7.

Binge drinking numbers constant
Study shows student drinking not decreasing over time
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Associated Press Photo
BINGE — Florida State University junior Ed McGlothlin, of Fairfax, Va., answers questions from
members of the media during a news conference in Boston.

f

Despite efforts to sour ihe lasie
for alcohol among college students,
the percentage of students going on
binges stayed roughly the same
through the 1990s, and the percentage of frequent bingers actually
increased, researchers said today.
The percentage of teetotalers also
increased somewhat, according to
the survey released today by,the
Harvard School of Public Health.
The survey conducted a year ago
was ihird in a series that in 1993 and
1997 asked students about their
drinking habits. Research was funded by the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation, which focuses on health
issues.
The survey of 14.000 undergraduates found that 44 percent were
binge drinkers, compared with 43
percent in 1997. and 45 percent in
1993. The students surveyed were
chosen randomly from students at
119 four-year colleges around the
country.

!

Bingers were defined as men who
downed at least five drinks in a row
on at least one occasion in the two
weeks before the survey, or women
who had at least four drinks in a row
Nineteen percent of those sur
vcyed were abstainers — defined in
the survey as students who drank no
alcohol for at least a year — up from
15 percent in 1993.
At the other extreme were students who hinged at least three times
in the two weeks preceding the survey. Between 1993 and 1999. their
ranks grew from just under 20 percent to 23 percent.
A "drink" was defined as 12
ounces of beer or wine cooler, 4
ounces of wine or a 1 l/4-ounce shot
of liquor.
The survey was published in the
March issue of the Journal of American College Health The margin of
error was plus or minus 1 percent.
The survey's authors suggested
schools could tackle the problem by
i See DRINKING, page 7.
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Russian families buiy loved ones after retreat
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The World
In Brief
Itrilish investors jump on
nl erne t dot-emu shares
LONDON (AP) — Shares of
nternet retailer Laslminute.com
'I (' soared as much as 48 percent as
it sold its first stock to the public
■ ucsday. providing fresh evidence
>t Britain's continuing frenzy over
nt com investments.
Lastminute.com shares jumped to
i high of $8.89 at cun-ent exchange
lates. from the oflering price of
$6.00 each. The share price settled
back to close at $7 70. lor a gain of
28 percent
The company, founded in Oclotier 1998. enables consumers to
hook hotel rooms and buy theater
tickers and other goods and services
HI short notice at bargain prices \ia
its Internet site.

The Nation
In Brief
'■'nrlli Charter launched to
focus fight for environment
PARIS (AP) — Decrying a moral
nid ethical breakdown in society,
activists and former heads of state
on Tuesday launched the Earth
Charter, a collection of global guidelines they hoped would be a blueprint for a better world.
The charter, which has been eight
^ears in the making, touches on subiccts as diverse as democracy, recy> ling and education.
Proponents said it provides global ethical guidelines based on the
i that problems such as poverty
and environmental degradation are
interdependent.
"It is a human document. It has
its limits. We hope it will provide a
third pillar after the International
Declaration of Human Rights and
the United Nations Charier to help
govern people's relations with each
other and the environment." said
Algeria's Mohamcd Sahnoun. special U.N. envoy for Africa, who
helped draft the project.
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PSKOV. Russia — Thousands of
mourners, many weeping and unable
to hide their grief, paid their final
respects today as funerals began for
84 army soldiers killed in an ambush
in Chechnya.
Though Russia has struggled to
keep casualties low in its war in
Chechnya, scores of troops have
been killed in recent attacks by
Chechen rebels, who continue to put
up fierce resistance though they
have been driven from most of
Chechnya's territory.
At an overnight service, relatives
and friends lit candles in memory of
eight of the slain soldiers, whose
bodies were laid out overnight in a
church in Pskov, where their regiment was based. The coffins were
draped with the Russian white, blue
and red flag and covered with red
carnations.
The 84 officers and soldiers were
killed when rebels ambushed their
unit in Chechnya's southern mountains two weeks ago in one of the
worst defeats suffered by the military in the breakaway province. Six
soldiers in the company survived the
attack.
The rest of the dead, who came
from other Russian regions, were to
be sent to their hometowns for
funerals.
Acting President Vladimir Putin,
whose hard-line stance on the
Chechen war has made him
extremely popular, was tentatively
scheduled to travel to Pskov today
for the funerals.
Before his arrival. Putin signed a
decree today decorating the dead
soldiers. Twenty-one were awarded
the Hero of Russia medal, while 63
were given the Order of Courage.
The two awards are among the
country's highest honors.
Putin is the clear front-runner
going into March 26 presidential
elections, and the high casualty loll
in recent weeks docs not appear to
have reduced his popularity.
In Pskov today. Defense Minister
Igor Sergeyev said rebels were still
holding out in the southern village
of Komsomolskoyc in Chechnya,
which they captured from Russian
troops more than a week ago, and

Associated Press Photo
FAMILY — A refugee girl helps her family to sell foodstuffs and different goods in a refugee camp near Karabulak, Ingushetia.
the settlements of Ulus-Kert and
Selmentauzen.
He said the rebels had been split
into small groups and would probably try to flee Chechnya soon.
"Large bandit formations in
Chechnya, in our view, no longer
remain." Sergeyev said, according
to the Interfax news agency.
Despite their reduced numbers,
there is little indication that the
rebels will give up their fight, even
after the capture this weekend of a

General Medicine & Pain Management

Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available
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Associated Press Photo
PEEKABOO — Prince Andrew
laughs with the local community as he wears a Rasta hat.

-MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS323 and 331 Mercer Rd. (Limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.

would probably face life in prison
since the country has imposed a
moratorium on the death penalty.
Also today, a lop Russian general
said the Chechen capital should be
moved from the city of Grozny,
where few buildings were left standing alter months of Russian air raids.
Col. Gen. Gennady Troshev said
the ruined capital would serve as a
warning that might deter future
attempts to carve out independence

^EE^CA
Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

/CJEfcCA
Management Inc.

Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.
1-2 bedroom. 9 1/2- 12 mo.
Leases. Stan at $380.
Call 353-5800

LITTLE BAY. Montserrat —
Saying he was optimistic about
efforts to rebuild volcano-ravaged
Montserrat. Britain's Prince Andrew
prepared to leave the British
Caribbean island today with promises 10 send more aid.
"Montserratians have turned a
corner, and they're making very
good progress." Andrew said Monday.
A new dome growing large in the
Soufriere Hills volcano has many
fearing the island's volcanic eruptions arc not over.
Andrew today was to fly to
Anguilla. the third stop in a 10-day
tour of British Caribbean territories
that began in the British Virgin
Islands and includes the Turks and

Got Web?
We Do!
• Daily crossword answers
• Classifieds online
• Archives of the Print Edition
• Political cartoons & comics

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apis. 215 E. Poe,
Studios I bdrm. laundry on site.
Starts at $250
Call 353-5800

Caicos islands and Cayman.
On Monday, the prince visited
new housing, a school and a new
furniture workshop in the island's
safe zone in the north
Andrew promised a new patrol
boat for Montserrat's police force
and SI60.000 to help build a new
recreation center. He also promised
to lobby in London for 800 new
homes, a park and a new airport to
replace one now choked with debris
at the foot of the volcano.
On Monday. Andrew ventured
into the danger zone to the outskirts
of the abandoned capital, Plymouth,
which is now buried under
avalanches of volcanic ash and
rocks.
Since the Soufriere Hills volcano
burst to life in 1995. Montserrat's

LEASING FOR FALL 2000
• E. Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
All units include: 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
dishwashers, garba ge disposal.

Management Inc.

Heinz Site 726 N Enterprise
1 bdrm BRAND NEW
Starts at S400
Call 353-5800

GREENBRIAR. INC.

352-0717

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St.,
I bdrm. Remodeled.
Starts at $400

Management Inc.
Slop b> our of!ice at IMS V Main Si
for complete liMinp or Call 353-5800.

population has shrunk from 11,000
to 4,000, and the island's main
towns have ber.n evacuated The
British government has built more
than 200 home*, in the rugged north
though some people are still living
in temporary bousing and shelters.
Scientists said last year they
believed the volcano was settling
down, but a s> ;ries of new explosions
since July his again aroused fears
Since December, the volcano has
been building a new dome and pushing steadily eastward into the ocean,
dashing government efforts to
encourage people to return.
"A few people come back, but
then they go away. There's nowhere
to stay or work," said taxi driver
George Christian. "A lot of them
have be ;n scared away by this new
activity "

$675 Month plus e lectirc (4 person)
$625 Month plus electric (3 person)

/SJEfcCA

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm • Sat 9am-1 pm
224 E.Wooster, Bowling Green

,in\ ua\

• Daily Horoscopes
• Weather

First Month's Total Rent *Limited Time
HURRY... Expires 313100

in Chechnya,
"The city must be left the way i
is." he told the newspaper, Scgodnya. "It will teach (he future generations that before making a decision
they must think and look at the possible consequences."
Troshev said the city, which sits
on a large oil deposit, was an ecological disaster zone, and that it
would be too expensive to rebuild

Prince Andrew leaves Montserrat
Royalty optimistic, promises aid to country

Jay Smith M.D.

$100 OFF

major rebel leader, Salman Raduyev.
Raduycv was charged today with
premeditated murder, terrorism and
hostage-taking. Deputy Prosecutor
General Vasily Kolmogorov told the
Interfax news agency.
Raduyev was behind a 1997 raid
on a Russian town, when hundreds
of hostages were taken, and is MIS
peeled of involvement in two deadly
railway station bombings, authorities said.
Kolmogorov
said
Raduyev

For a limited time
$300 Deposit!
Excerpts from Print
• NOW Entertainment
• City S Campus ^
• Today's News T¥^"">1
• Opinion
I jl w
•Sports
NEWS

www.bgnevvs.com
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717

Hurry In Today!
224 E. Wooster
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lots of tissues. I was just

feeling

icky, hut I

knew ii would pass soon, so I went jnv\>.i\
On the way down, he got mad that I was dri-

3"
n

3

£L
H

I

fotige3

door lo the apartment complex

the whole time aboui [he favoi he v.as alleged-

ving for a little while and willing to drive lor

ly doing me. Then, he ieli me there

four hours of the 20-hour journey. Apparently,

an empty

parking

Alone. In

lol oi a closed restaurant

he wanted to do the macho "I can drive all night

After he told me he wouldn't l>e speaking to me

because I'm a man in the Air force and I don*1

again. Well, break my hearl, asshole,

need to sleep" thing. This was just dumb. Espe

So I went lo Georgia

On the 10-hour trip,

cially because it was coming from the guy who.

my

a few months ago.

was sober coming home

wrong. I'm really grateful that she did me the

from a bar but decided he was too tired to drive.

favoi ol gelling me and letting me slay al her

so he made a fairly drunk guy drive home

house and getting me to the airport

aunt

wasn't

silent

ai

all

Don't get

me

Bui honest-

Finally, we got to Mississippi and he threw a

ly. If I had to hear many more mispronounced

fit about stopping for breakfast. Come on. I

"oids, I think thai I would have tiied to jump

haven't eaten anything since dinner the night

oil ihe roof of their trailer Here's a sampling.

almost look up smoking, hut the closest mini-

before

some

"Let's go in WAL MARK " -Does HER want

mart was eight miles away.

Pringles All he had were three cans of pop and

anAFFAGAN to cover up with.'" "Whal do you

Little Debbie snack cakes You can't tell me that

want

My spring break was a short Irip inlo hell. I

Okay, so maybe it wasn't that bad. But it was
close. I really thought that it would be better. I

except

for

some

cookies

and

real food is not important.

\i

wanted it to be better, since it's my last one. But

Our destination was Shieveport. Let me tell

sucked. Ready for the story of the fateful trip'

you about Shrevcport. People say there is noth-

II

Here we go

loi

BREFFAS*] '"

"We

drove

VRBAMA." Qeez, I was ready

through

to cry

if I

heard "WAL-MARK" again
Mui

nearly getting killed by my cousin's

ing to do in Toledo. Shrcvepon has even less to

min-pin dogs, I goi to the Atlanta airport. I Hew

It all started when my friend and I decided

do. So after a day and a half of doing nothing. I

into Detroit in an hour and a hall

that renting a car to go to Missouri was too

drove to Texas with his car. Ooh. was he mad

happy to gel hack into the north - where people

much of a pain in the tushy and way too expen-

that I used a quarter tank of gas. I told him I

pronounce lliings correctly, there are Steps to an

sive. I talked to my (former) friend who is sta-

went

upstairs and sometimes it's quid.

tioned in Louisiana with the Air Force and was

believe me. but frankly I've stopped caring.

to the

malls

in

Shrevcport.

He didn't

Anyway, on Monday night, I got the call I

in town for the weekend, and he told me I could

had been wailing for - my aunt from Georgia

ride down there with him.
That's where the fun stopped When we left.

was in Shrevcport to pick me up to take me

I was really sick Couldn't talk, hurt to swallow.

•way from thai awful person and thai awful
city. I told her to meet me at the restaurant next
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■
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7" 1 Hem pizza or Calzone
^ _ _. _
5 Huge Breadsticks
pQp SQ.25
Small Sub
10 Wings
OR
6 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks
6 Chicken Fingers

3 / $7.75

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

i |^3CsXr

203N MA
MAIN
Nol Valid Will! Any Otner Otter • Expires 5/3100

iGreat PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • BREADSTICKSl
Ulc only u/c Ihe fine A ingredient/!
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Eavesdropping on invisible roommates
Before Anila and Carlos moved
in. I was enjoying poverty. I would
sil in my tiny apartment, wearing my
rags, and nurture hopeful dreams of
getting new shoes someday after
college.
■ Then, about five days ago. I
heard something frightening on the
other side of my paper-thin wall. It
sounded like one of those enormous
desert scavenger birds diving in for
the kill.
It said: "An-ccta!"
Then another voice, husky and
annoyed, shouted. "Car-LOS!"
Anita and Carlos?

What sort of pests were these?
Are there pesticides strong enough
to get rid of them? There was no
time to think Anita and Carlos were
hauling in their enormous bed and a
battered television set. their only
furniture. Once inside, they shut the
door to their apartment and never
came out again. But I knew they
were still inlthere. because every
morning I was jolted awake by the
same peculiar noise, perhaps a mating call.
It sounds like this: "Carlos, you
don't LOVE me!"
This happens between 7 and 7:15
a.m. every morning.
1 always
answer. "Then get the hell outta
here, fcr gossake." and roll over, trying to get back to sleep
But Carlos says. "Aw. Baby. Aw.
Baby. I love you. How can I show
you thai I love you? Aw. Baby."
Then Anita starts jabbering hysterically, and I come to the realization that, for one thing. I am living in
a dilapidated tenement that has thin
walls and ants. And what's more,
my days of sleeping until 8 arc over.
I will have to gel up and take a
shower.
Once I am out of the shower.
Anita and Carlos have lowered their
pitch, but I can still hear Anita hiss
ing indignantly in unintelligible
Spanish
In defense. Carlos just calls out
her name to calm her down: "Aneeta! An-eeta!"

I've usually already heard this
about 300 times by 8 a.m.. and am
toying around with the push buttons
on my telephone trying to keep
myself from calling the humane
society and telling them to bring the
net.
By the third day of the Invasion,
we had already worked out a tentative routine between us. even though
we had never spoken For example,
every day after I finish my shower.
Carlos prepares to take his about 10
minutes later, which is always ice
cold because I have used up all the
hot water.
I find this very amusing, but it
perplexes Carlos. Every morning he
says the same thing: "There's no hot
water! There's no hot water! There's
no hot water!"
He actually says this three or four
times, and Anita always replies in a
muffled voice, something like. "Yes.
but you still don't really LOVE me.
Carlos — isn't that what's really
important?"
On the fourth day. after applying
his intimidating intellect to the problem. Carlos came up with a solution
that makes me wonder why I didn't
think of it myself: "Oh. I get it.
Anna. They turn the hot water off
when people are leaving for work,
then turn it on again at night1"
I proceeded to dissolve into silent
hysterics, while Anita murmured
aw'e-filled praise to her husband, and
they decided 10 spend another day in
bed watching TV to celebrate.
This is pretty much how each day

unfolds. I will leave Anila and Carlos to their bickering and contemplation of other domestic wonders, such
as central healing ("Ooh. it's magic
Anita. All you have to do is think.
'I'm cold.' and it comes on!"), and
return at some point in the afternoon.
Anita and Carlos will still be at
home, still in their bedroom, still
bickering.
"An-eeta!" Carlos will be saying.
"I love you. I love you! Damnit!
What do you want me to do, dance
for you!?"
Anita will sniffle and ask him to
change the channel. "If you really
loved me. you'd let me watch
Oprah." she'll say. trying to regain
her composure. Carlos will begin
swearing under his breath — which
I can hear so clearly it sounds like
he's whispering in my ear. and he
heads off to fry some sausages.
Meanwhile, all I can do is lie
back on my bed and stare at the ceiling in despair, trying to appreciate
the rich experiences poverty is providing me with.
By dinnertime. Carlos has convinced Anita once again that he
loves her. and after a plate of
sausages and an hour of Oprah, they
fill my apartment with muffled cries
of pleasure.
"An-eeta! My faithless lamb of
love! I LOVE you! I LOVE you."
comes the uncharacteristically low.
firm voice of Carlos.
"CarLOS! You love me, you really love me!" comes the husky, rich
voice of Anita.
As I sit on the other side of the
wall, hands folded uncomfortably in
my lap. I realize that 1 am really the
intruder, the hapless third wheel in
Carlos' and Anita's twisted "Love
Shack." All I can do is insanely
recite my graduation dale over and
over again, trying to drown out the
clatter of the TV and screams of passion Then I bang my head dully on
the partition that separates us and
say in a mournful voice. "Someday.
I'll be leaving this town, you hear

me? And when I do. THEN who's
gonna listen to this, huh? Huh?"
But Carlos and Anila aren't interested in my pathetic cries for help,
and continue their routine almost
unvaried. On Sunday, the day of
leisure, something changed. Anita
expressed some interest in leaving
the apartment and attending Mass.
Carlos, who was used to Anita's
crazy ideas, didn't hesitate to calm
her down.
In his most instructive, condescending voice, he said. "You don't
have to go to church to find God,
Anita. You can find him here too.
God is everywhere. Anita!" Carlos
paused to let Anita digest this. and.
pleased with his own profundity,
repeated it: "God is everywhere.
Anila."
Well, that's true. I thought, as I
flipped through ihc classifieds in the
Sunday paper for an apartment to
rent. 1 called. "Way lo go Carlos,
sorry about the hoi waler."
To celebrate ihis spiritually elevating morsel of Iruth. Carlos
brought Anita a plate of sausages.
She was lying in bed thinking
deeply about God being everywhere,
speared a sausage, inhaled it. and
said. "But you still don'l really
LOVE me. Carlos!"
It's exactly like living in an asylum, really. They bicker, and I lie on
my back, slare at the ceiling and
moan in despair. The only way
things could gel any worse is if I
actually knocked on the door and
introduced myself. Wilhin lhat very
hour I would certainly be palling
Anila on the shoulder, snarling bitterly. "There, there. I'm sure Carlos
loves you."
They might even ask me over for
Oprah and sausages. And you know
whal comes after that. Instead. I just
boll Ihc door wail for graduation.
Michelle Reilcr is a BG News
columnist. She can be contacted at
reiterm9bgnet.bgsu.edu

PEOPLE
on the street
stre
Question: If the bands Bush and Moby came to campus,
would you buy a ticket? Why or why not?

Eric Penka
Senior
Education
"I would buy a
ticket if Bush
promised not to
show up.."

Vince Molosky
Sophomore
Environmental
Science
"Yes, because they
are two great
bands and UAO
needs to boost
their reputation."
Chuck Laurence
Senior
Secondary Education
"No, because it's
associated with
UAO. (And I hate
MTV.)"

Adam Friend
Freshman
Middle Childhood Education
"Yeah, definitely.
I've seen them
both live before,
and they're great
bands."

Jennifer Ilines and
Andrea Adams
Sophomore/Junior
English/MIS
"We would, because
it's about time we had
a concert here at BG

Letters to the Editor

Life: free-will or determinism? Forging a new path
"You and me baby ain'l nothing
but mammals so let's do it like they
do on the Discovery channel."
This line is from the Bloodhound
Gang's song. "The Bad Touch."
From thai line I would like to discuss whether or nol our lives are
scripted.
When I asked around as for what
other people thought about life
being scripted — the replies were
half-and-half. Half said life was
scripted and the other half said life
was nol scripted. You can also bring
Ihis question to a level of creation
versus evolution.
The Tennessee versus John
Scopes Trial in 1925 was a case that
dealt with teaching the iheory of
evolution in a classroom ralher than
teaching creation. John Scopes was
ihe first IO bring up the idea of evolution against the education system
of Ihe time. In the words of my
scripted question, it would be creation as scripted versus evolution as
non-scripted.
Charles Darwin also helps the
non-scripted side with his heavily
looked upon Darwinism. Charles
Robcri Darwin was deeply into evolution, as many of you would know
from biology classes. So right from
ihe sian. non-scripted life has a two
to one lead in my question.
As for my own opinion on scripted hie. I have two ideas. My first
idea goes with a scripted life I sav
(hat we arc all iust pawns in a game

of someone or a group of people.
We are placed into a dream
world, which is controlled by a computer so that many variables can be
taken out at the same time, and at a
high rate of speed allowing for each
person to have variables set for each
of them. The people in charge of the
compulcr just sit back and watch us
as they please as a form of entertainment.
This is just like saying that the
compulcr controls our fate. We can'i
do anything to change it because the
variables are set and we can't go
beyond what was set for us.
If you want to put this idea in
terms of a god then I guess it would
go something like this — Ihe god
has set us to do certain things and vve
only do those certain things no matter whal. Another way lo say it is
lhat you can't change your life no
mailer whal you do because ihe god
has sel il the way il is lo be run.

My second idea is on the nonscripted side. My second idea is thai
as we live our lives, we decide whal
ihc hell we arc going lo do. We set
rules for ourselves and even break
them at limes. Laws are set by whal
we as people ihink are morally correct but we all know thai il is impossible lo be 10OT morally correct.
Benjamin Franklin even tried
being I(X)'; moral and failed. We as
people will do whatever we damn
well please and crime is a way of
proving lhal idea.
If you look al my second idea you
can see an evolution pattern. We
adapt lo how we live and if we don'l
adapt enough we don'l survive. You
could safely say thai ihis idea is a
scientific look.
This is basically opposing ihe
religious idea of my first thought of
scripted life. Then once again Ihis
brings the evolution versus creation
question again.
In the movie "Contact," science
was pilled against religion. Were
people lo be rcpresenled by science
or a religion? This is where I go! ihc
idea of faith, il being more imporlant
ihen fact or science. The situation in
ihc movie was lo prove if you love
somebody. Love can'i be proved, as
il is only a feeling wilhin oneself,
which would represcnl the faith —
end of ihe discussion.
We may not be as what we seem
lo be. We could be part of somebody's imagination or we could be a
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brain pul into a dream state and
placed in a body during ihis dream,
somewhat like "The Matrix."
We as people may nol be real bui
we make such a fuss that whatever is
in control of us is laughing at us
because we have no clue. Maybe we
make so much of a fuss because we
are loo egotistical and think we are
always on the right!
Are we pan of a soap opera created by somebody or are we pan of
our own soap opera? And if il is our
own soap opera, is il a fake one
much like professional wrestling?
Scripted or nol. our lives have
many answers lhat can only be made
by proof or faith. Who is in the right
when it comes down to proof and
faith?
It is all up to whether or nol we
are programmed lo use faith or fact
in our thought process.
So is life scripted? I am split boih
ways and each idea has ils strong
points. Maybe my ideas about this
are part of a planned script or maybe
my ideas arc jusl thai of my own
doing. We as people may never
know if life is scripted or nol. We
can only have faith in it being controlled by somebody or so-called
proof lhat il is our own doings.

On 2-8-2000. Mr. Matt Nobles
appeared before judge Mark B. Reddin and was found guilt}/ of a misdemeanor charge of Falsification,
which was reduced from a felony
cliarge of lorgery. Mr. Nobles had
possession of a fake l.D. As pan of
his sentence he was required to write
a letter to the BG News regarding
Ihe consequences of this offense. The
following is Matt Nobles letter.
Fake I.D's might be one of the
best thing to an underage student al BGSU. Bui when Ihe cops
come knocking on your door,
reality sets in. I realized Ihis three
weeks ago when I was arrested
for trying lo purchase beer at a
local store. At first I didn'l realize
the trouble I was actually in until
I arrived at the police station.

The past Ihree weeks I've had to
miss classes and work due to
numerous court dales and lor
questioning. For about an hour, I
had to sil at Ihe police station
while a deleclive, the prosecutor
and Ihe arresting officer asked
me questions of when, where
and how I got Ihc fake l.D. I was
charged with forgery, which is a
filth degree (elony. I was placed
on probation tor five years and
had to pay $400 in fines and
court costs. I also have to serve
40 hours of community service. II
this sort of thing seems fun for
you, then take your chances, but
eventually you will get caught
and you won't like Ihe outcome.
Matt Noble

Did you know?
Grass releases volatile gases when cut.
Mowing can account for 10% of
hydrocarbons entering the
atmosphere in some cities.
SraMiixlbyllcCemilbrEnviiunnu«al
Rogrums and your Campus Recycling
ttogram
Reference: Nahonal Wildlife Ocl/Nov 1998.

Brian Ranzcnberger writes for
The BG News and will be watching
the Discovery channel for mammals
ihis week, and he can be contacted
tti dranlmal7(& < ollegcclub.com

'
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Reservation gas, cigarette
prices cheaper without tax
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CATTARAUGUS

INDIAN

kl SKRVATION. NY. — The taxtree cigarettes and cheaper gasoline
thai have drawn penny-wise consumers here Pot years are looking
even better lately.
Dan Palczwski expected to save
about $15 Monday during a trip to
JR's Smokeshop, where he filled the
tank and picked up a carton ot cigarettes
"I had a day off so I decided to go
for a ride," said Palczwski. who
lives about 25 minutes away in West
Seneca, just outside Buffalo "It's
definitely worth it."
Since March 1. the cost ol ciga
reltes off the reservation has jumped
to S4 a pack or more while gasoline
has soared a record 12 cents per gallon to an average of S1.59.
On the reservation, where Native
American vendors pay no tax on
cigarettes and only federal tax on
gasoline, cigarettes sell for about
$2.29 a pack and gas for $1.29 a gallon.
"I've seen a lot of new faces."
said Morgan Reid. general manager
of JR's He estimated business is up
about 10 percent since the beginning
of March.
The cigarette increase comes
from the slate, which raised the cig-

W*ik

arclle lax by 55 cents a pack effec
live March' I to a highcsl-in ihe
nation $1.11. The high gas prices
come amid rising crude oil costs
Off-reservation
convenience
store owners say they arc already
feeling the effects of higher cigarette
prices and worry ihings will only get
uoisc when smokers who stocked
up before the lax increase look to
replenish their supplies
"I expect we'll have a clearer
idea by the end of March but I
wouldn't be surprised to see some
stores lose 30 to 50 percent of their
cigarette business and potentially
more," said Jim Calvin, executive
director of the New York Associa
tion of Convenience Stores, which
wants the state to repeal ihe cigarette
tax increase

So far. fuel sales seem to be holding steady, he said
Reid, at JR's, said reservation
stores have raised the price of cigarettes by about $3 a canon in recent
weeks to close Ihe gap between inland off-reservation stores. But cigarettes are still between $9 and $1 <
cheaper by the carton on the reservation
"We're not trying to take all the
business from off the reservation."
he said. "We've never said we want
all the sales, but [the state| keeps
pushing (he people toward us ever)
lime they raise their prices "

Associated Press Photo
SEARCH — Unidentified PArk Rangers search the backyard of a house on Grace Quaters Rd. for Joseph Palczynski around Gunpowder Falls State Park near Baltimore, Monday.

Search for suspected murderer stagnates
March 7 after shooting to death a
couple who had sheltered her after
she moved from his home, then
killed a neighbor He allegedly
killed a fourth person the next day
during an attempted carjacking.

Police believe bedding arid clothing found in woods in the area may
have been used by Palczynski.

Till ASSOCIATED I'm ss

BALTIMORE — Police searched
p.uks on toot and sent a robot into
underground storm drains in their
efforts to find a fugitive accused ol
killing four people in a two da)
rampage
Joseph Palczynski on Monday
eluded police for a sixth day Police
believe he may be using the pipes to
iravel to railroad tracks and a neighborhood 7-Eleven slore. where therehave been unconfirmed sightings.

A line of 60 police officers
marched across Dundee Salt Peter
Park Monday morning and nearby
Gunpowder Falls State Park in the
afternoon, in the hopes of flushing
him out. Police would not say what
led them to the parks.

The girlfriend. Tracy Whilehead.
escaped the same day.
Palczynski resurfaced in Virginia,
stealing guns and a van and forcing
a man to drive him back to Baltimore over the weekend, police said.

"Nothing and no one has been
found." police spokesman Bill
Toohey said.

In Baltimore, Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge James K. Bredar ordered
Constance Waugh. who allegedly

Authorities
say
Palczynski
abducted his estranged girlfriend

bought weapons for Palczynski. into
federal custody for a mental exam. A
court hearing will be held later to
determine whether she is competent
to stand trial.
Waugh. 48. was arrested Friday
at her home and charged with lying
on a federal form by saying she
planned to use the weapons, federal
officials said.
If convicted, she faces up to 10
years for the so-called "straw purchases." said Mike Campbell, a
spokesman for the federal Bureau of
Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms.
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Chinese
Restaurant

1616 East Wooster St.
Phone:419-352-9153

CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCT.' 1

active management with enhanced indexing. With two

Buffet

Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

Daffodil
Days

Hours
Lunch - $5.25

Mon.-Thurs. 11:00 AM-10:00 PM

Dinner (Mon.-Thurs.) - $6.95

Fri. 11:00 AM-11:00 PM

Dinner (Fri,Sun.) - $7.95

Sat 12:00 Noon- 11:00 PM

(Seafood Buffet)

Sunday and Holiday
12:00 Noon - 10:00 PM

no
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine

Hunan
All you can eat buffet/order in or carry-out
40-50 entrees to choose from

March

combining two disciplined investment strategies.

ing, N.Y., Monday.

(coupon cannot be combined with any other offer)

5&W
TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by

nearly 30 cents per gallon, at JR's Smokeshop on Route 5 in Irv-

Come in today to get
your Buy 9 Dinner Buffets
Get I Free Coupon!

5^
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GAS — Motorists pump gasoline into their tanks at a savings of
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$
S mould you like $500? We want to giue it to you!
$
$
$
$
$
$
•Available to BGSU off-campus/commuling
$
$
undcr-grad student in good standing with the University.
$
student cente*
$
$
Candidates will be considered in the basis ol their contributions lo
$
$ oil-campus commuting students, the Non Traditional Student Assoc.
$
$ the Off-Campus Connection student organization and/or the
$
$ Hazel H. Smith Olf-Campus Student Center
$
Applications arc now available at these locations
$
The Hazel H. Smith Oil-Campus Student Center.
$
$
Ground Level Moslcy Hall
$
$
The Office ol Student Life. 405 saddlcmirc Student Services Building
$
$
The Financial Aid Office. 231 Administration Building
$
$
$
s
$
$
$
$
Applications are due - 5:00 Friday. March 31. 2000
$
$
All applications should be (ircctcd to:
$
$
Hazel H. Smith Memorial Scholarship Committee c/o Hazel H Smith Off-Campus Student Center
$
$
Moslcy Hall (ground level) - BGSU Bowling Green. OH, 43403-0153
$
$s$$ss$sss$$$sss$$$ss$ss$ss$s$ss$ss$$$
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ELECTION

Teacher disputes banning
of book from classroom

Ohio voters turn out in record numbers for primary
Secretary of Slate J. Kenneth
Blackwell recently announced that
2.5 million Ohio voters participated
in the primary election on Tuesday,
March 7, a record high for an Ohio
primary election. There «re a total of
7.2 million registered voters In the
state.
"It is encouraging to see such a
high level of voter interest and a
record-setting turnout in a primary,"
Blackwell said. "Yesterday, we
ended the downward spiral of voter
participation and Ohioans* voices
were heard loud and clear."
The turnout surpassed records set
in the 1984 and 1988 primaries of
2.4 million voters.
Of the 80,066 registered voters in
Wood County for the primary election. 27,440 cast a vote, for a 34.3
percent turnout.
Here are un-official Wood County totals for the primary election.

Gary Bauer-73
George Bush 10.049
John McCain-5,822
Steve Fornes-95
Democrat
AIGore-6,148
Bill Bradley-2.091
Lyndon Larouche, Jr.-95
Ohio Senate
Democrat
Eric Klinger-5.916
Republican
Randy Gardner-13.873

Republican
Alan Keyes-506

Ohio House of Representatives
District 4

Democrat
Dean Clarke-3,219
Thomas Sigurdson-3.049
Republican
Robert Lalta-13,412
Libertarian
Milton Mann-27
1 i.S. House of Representatives
District 9

U.S. Senate

Democrat
Daniel Radakovich-1,111
Marvin Mcmickle-1,290

Richard Cordray-1.890
Theodore Celeste-2.901
Republican
Frank Cremenas-925
MikeDeWine-12.131
Ronald Dickson 2.279
libertarian
John Mcalister-28

VS. President

Natural IMW
John Eastman-15

Democrat
Marcy Kaptur-41.695
Republican
Dwight Bryan-3.846
libertarian
Galen Fries-15
Natural IMW
Dennis Slolnick-5
U.S. House of Representatives
District 5

Democrat
Dannie Edmon-3.338

Republican
Paul Gillmor-4,577
Libertarian

John Green-14
Natural Law
David Schaffer-8
Ohio Supreme Court
Term Commencing 1/1/2002

Democrat
James Brogan-3,257
Timothy Black-3,238
Republican
Deborah Cook-11.867
Ohio Supreme Court
Term commencing 1/2/2001

Democrat
Alice Resnick-6.985
Republican
Terence O'Donnell-l 1.444
More election results can be
viewed on the secretary of stale
websile at www.state.oh.us/sos/.

Pemberville man's family trying
to stop killer from moving nearby
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PEMBERVILLE. Ohio — The
man who killed Rita Caudill's husband soon might be granied parole
and move back into her neighborhood — an idea thai infuriates her.
"To me. it is just not right that my
kids and myself should be faced
with running into him." said C'audill.
39.
Her husband. Charles, was shot
six times during an argument in
1987. Alfred Castillon Jr. now 37,
pleaded
guilty
to
voluntary
manslaughter and was sentenced to
seven to 25 years in prison.
Caudill and her mother-in-law.
Florence Caudill. of Luckey. will
meet with the Ohio Parole Authority
in Columbus today to ask thai

Castillon stay in prison.
"If he has no olher place to go.
keep him in ihere." Caudill said.
she parole board in November
granted Castillon a parole date "on
or after" Jan 21. Castillon was up
for parole for the lirsl lime in 1995.
Caudill received a letter in Januarj from the board saying Castillon
would be released to his sister's
house Iwo slreels from her home.
She immediately began making
phone calls, writing letters and sending e-mails to anyone she thought
could help.
Joe Andrews, spokesman for ihe
Ohio Department of Rehabilitation
and Correction, said the board
slopped Casiillon's parole Jan. 13
when lhe victim's family requested a
full hearing.

The parole board mighl not have
know thai the victim's family lived
nearby, but it's not unusual for a
parolee lo move into a neighborhood
near a victim or their family.
Andrews said.
"Sometimes there's not much
choice." he said.
Caudill's family said there is no
way they could avoid Castillon if he
moves back to Pemberville. a town
with about 1.200 people.
"How could you not in a small
town like this?" Caudill asked. "We
have one grocery siore. one gas station, two restaurants, a bar."
At ihe lime off her husband's
death, the couple's son Joshua was 3
and their daughler Ashley was 6
weeks old. Caudill said she fears she
would have to move if Castillon

returns to the city, about 20 miles
southeast of Toledo.
"I never thought he would want
to come around here because all of
Charlie's family is here." Caudill
said. "It's like. 'You haven't hurt us
enough? Now we have lo look at
you?'"
Pemberville police Chief Dan
O'Connor said he's worried that he
would have a powder keg on his
hands if Caslillon moves so close lo
the Caudills.
"I told ihcm I'm not going to take
sides, but I'm not comfortable with
their idea of placing him here."
O'Connor said. "1 realize 1 don't
have any authority in this, but I
guess I can foresee, as anyone can.
lhai there's a potential for problems."

Schools fret about to meeting new graduation requirements
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DAYTON — Nearly three years
after the Legislature increased ihe
number of academic credits that
■will be needed to graduate from
high school in 2002 and beyond.
some districts have no solid plan to
provide the necessary classes.
Tenth-graders and younger students in those districts could face
longer school days or extended
school years.
Educators and administrators

embrace Ihe idea of raising academic standards, but are still struggling with the tradeoffs: They
could hire more teachers, increase
class sizes, deny teachers days they
use for planning and professional
development or cut back on electees lhal enrich sludents' career
prospects
"We have lo have teachers to
teach this That's a cost to the div
tricl." said Elizabeth Arnclt. education reform consultant for lhe Ohio
Education Association. "You're

V./\I\L V.WA
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nol going to be able to teach mathematics lo 100 students al one lime
with one teacher."
Lawmakers raised Ihe minimum
from 18 credits and required more
lime for English, malh. science and
social studies. The required number of credits in clectives, such as
music, drama. Spanish or computer
skills, will drop from nine lo eight.
Generally, it takes 120 hours of
class time — of 150 hours of lab
lime — to accumulate one credit.
The academic-standards bill

"
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was passed as part of a response to
the Ohio Supreme Court's 1997
order lo guarantee an adequate
education to all students.
Many graduates arc finding
themselves unprepared for college
and ihe work world because of
high school requirements lhal
ignore advanced malh and reading
skills, according lo a reporl issued
in December by the Washington
DC.-based Education Trust, which
examines slate academic standards.

THE ASSOCIATED PRI-SS

VANLUE, Ohio — A school district banned a book about basketball
players in New York City, after the
parents of one student complained
that il was vulgar.
However, the teacher who has
used the book "Hoops" since the
early 1990s says it brings lessons ol
cultural diversity to her classroom in
rural norlhwesl Ohio.
Vanlue school officials banned
the book because it contains iulg.tr
language, said Principal Jeffrey
Snook.
"There's just an awful lot of profanity in lhe book." he said. The ban
will lake effect once the teacher.
Jane Walter, is finished using the
book this spring.
The controversy began when Joel
and Connie Ycalcr said the book,
assigned in their son's eighth-grade
English class, contained obscene
language and references to drug use.
Sex and alcohol.
The hook "made me very uncomfortable leading with my child."
Connie Yeaier wrole in a Idler published Friday in The (Findlay)
Courier.
Walter said there were jusl a leu
words that could be considered vulgar bul that no one else had complained.
"I am jusl very upset that two
people arc in a situation lo lake this
book oul and it's gone." she said
She said she thinks the complaints of the Yealers, who ate while,
were based more on fear of diversity

and because "The book is written in
Mack dialed."
"Vanlue is a culturally deprived
district; isolated and devoid of racial
diversity." Walter said in a letter she
plans on reading at the school's
board meeting next Monday.
"If our students are not taught
racial equality through literature in
lhe classroom which uses critical
Ihinking and reasoning skills, then
how will they be able to set standards (hat govern their attitudes and
beliefs towards others when they are
left to the real world and it is the
expected norm?"
The mainly white school district
of about 350 students is 50 miles
south of Toledo.
"Hoops." a coming-of-agc story
written by Walter Dean Myers, centers on a leen-age basketball player
from Harlem who becomes friends
with a former pro player. The older
man tries to prevent lhe young athlete from repealing his mistakes.
Most of the characters in
"Hoops" are blacks who speak in
"street language." Walter said Connie Yeaier questioned Ihe value off
using a book in class thai had language different from lhal used in
Vanlue.
In a letter to Snook last month,
lhe Yealers said "we find il harJ to
read and follow the story line due lo
Ihe cultural differences and/or writing style."
A message seeking further comment was left with the Yealers on
Tuesday. Joel Yeaier is president of
the Vanlue Board off Education.

Accused Nazi guard
seeks $5 million
I
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CLEVELAND — An alleged
Nazi death camp guard acquitted on
charges of being the notorious "Ivan
the Terrible" has asked Ihe U.S. government for $5 million for alleged
mental torture.
Attorneys for John Dcmjanjuk.
79. a retired auloworker from suburban Seven Hills, filed a molion Friday seeking damages from lhe Justice Department's Nazi-hunting
Office of Special Investigations.
The agency's continued efforts lo
sirip Demjanjuk of his U.S. citizenship amount lo menial torture, Dcmjanjuk's Washington-based attorneys said.
"The Uniied Slates of America,
through its agcnls. committed and
continues to commit torture upon
the person of John Demjanjuk by
harassing him and his family." the
motion said.
The agency director. Eli Rosenbaum. lold The Plain Dealer thai he
would not comment on the Demjanjuk filing. Messages seeking government comment were left at lhe Jus-
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lice Department today.
Demjanjuk first losl his citizenship in 1981 when a federal judge in
Cleveland ruled thai Demjanjuk was
"Ivan the Terrible." the guard who
ran the gas chambers al ihe Treblinka death camp in Poland.
Demjanjuk later proved in Israel
that he was not "Ivan Ihe Terrible."
which led the Israeli government to
allow him to return lo the United
Slates.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled in 1993 that Justice
Department investigators had withheld information (hat would have
helped Demjanjuk prove he was nol
"Ivan the Terrible."
In seeking to revoke his citizenship a second time, the government
said in May lhat Demjanjuk had
served as a guard al three conceniralion camps and a dealh-guard training camp.
Demjanjuk denied lhat he was a
Concentration camp guard and said
he was forced by the Nazis to work
as a laborer after being taken prisoner by the Germans in May 1942.

HIGH-LEVEL CAREERS
ARE LAUNCHED WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Ihe rnon. the myth, the Co*, mokes (he f lit evet Del oit oppeoionce. This maestio on three decks
has been compared lo god front than once and for good <eason There is not a DJ olive who
can make you feel this good. From all points on the globe to the Motor dance floor, thts n-gh: is
way beyond just a special event
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The Don comes to town and demands respect by oil The true breakbeat
originator, the Rider destroys audiences with the most powerful druaVn'bass
on ether side o* the Atlantic

If drumnTjass was the true innovation1 of the 90s then no one individual SQ,u'doy 15+ 9P
jtonds as its figurehead more prominently than Coldle. His classic album
T<rnele*s did for d*nb what Sergent Peppers did for 60s rock, taking it out of the singles charts
and into the moss conc-ousness. Mis DJ sets ore a history lesson in jungle which means an
overview of our dearly departed °Os.

Progression Session (live)

DETROIT GRAND PUBAHS

4^k m.P. W^
Hying a 15-ton jet is not for
^^^A^
W
everyone. But for those who can
1^0
X^^
meet the challenge, it's a thrill that
^ L^^^
no other career can offer.
y^
How about you? If you're thinking
about life at Mach 2, think about Air Force ROTC
immediately. It will launch the leadership skills you'll
need as an Air Force officer - skills that will serve you for
a lifetime. FAA-approved flight lessons will get your feet off
the ground for the first time.
Start now.
CALL CAPTAIN BOB SCHOLL AT 372-2176,
OR STOP BY 164 MEMORIAL HALL.

MC CONRAD, DRS. RANTOUL

4*2&»

Dc*ep. dense shimmering ond flowing, the music of ill Bukem and his
Good Looking co^orts combines breads and beauty In a way no
other artist have acMeved. In the lounge, weekly resident* Brian
Cillespie and Paris combine with Andy Toth to form the Detroit Grand

3515

Caniff,

HamtramckrTastof 75)

Leadership Excellence Starts Here
www.motordetroit.com
>
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Judge rules against Florida's school voucher program
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TALLAHASSEE.

Fla.

—

A

judge on Tuesday threw out the
nation's first statewide school
voucher system, ruling that Florida's
Constitution

bars

public

money

from being spent on private education.
Gov. Jcb Bush, who championed
the program, promised to find the
money 10 keep it going despite what
happens in court.

AT

appeal is cer-

tion/United teachers union, the
National
Association
for
the
Advancement of Colored People,
the Florida PTA. the League of
Women Voters and a handful of families and educators, claimed victory.
"We won it lock, stock and barrel." he said
Fifty-two children attending private schools in Pcnsacola under the
program can finish the year, but the
slate can't implement the law in any
other way. Circuit Judge L. Ralph
Smith Jr. said.

tain.

"Tax dollars may not be used to

"We'll raise the money." Bush
said. "This is the first inning of a
long drawn out legal battle."
Ron Meyer, an attorney challenging vouchers for a coalition that
includes Florida Education Associa-

send the children of this state to private schools," Smith said.
School vouchers are likely 10 surface in the presidential race, with
Bush's brother. GOP contender
George W. Bush, in support of

WARMING

vouchers but Democrat Al Gore flatly opposed.
Students at Florida schools rated
badly by the slate can seek the
vouchers for private school tuition at
taxpayer expense. Voucher values
vary based on how much a failing
school spends per student but arc
generally worth $3,000 to $4,000.
Only two of Florida's 2.500 public schools — both elementary
schools in Pensacola — qualified
this year. Both religious and nonreligious private schools are eligible.
Mary E Smith is using vouchers
10 send her niece and nephew to St.
John the Evangelist School. Smith,
who has custody of 11-year-old
Angela Atwood and 7-year-old
Antonio Held, called the judge's ruling "very unfair."

She said she has seen a major difference in the children since they
started al the parochial school but
she can't afford to keep them there
without vouchers.
"They knew there was a chance
that they might stop the program
from the beginning." she said "I'm
just going tci tell them like it is I'll
tell them we're going to pray about
it and appeal."
Voucher opponents argued the
program violated the state constitution by spending public dollars on
private schools and violated the separation of church and state clause
when used for parochial schools.
But Smith didn't take up the religion issue, concluding without hearing evidence that the law violated
the constitution's mandate of a free

DRINKING

Continued from page 1.

what understands global warming,
but doesn't know how it will affect

Continued from page 1.

an upward slope. Samel said.
"Much of the rise in temperature
occurred in the last couple ol
decades." he said. "Especially in the
90s. The 90s was an extraordinary
decade
temperature-wise,
far
warmer than normal."
Samel said that with the cold
snap confined to a couple of weeks
in January, this will be considered a
warm winter as well.
He also said that if global warming isn't what's affecting the climate
now. the theory is sound enough that
il probably will.
"No one can predict how that will
affect the earth's climate for sure. It
could cause flooding in some areas,
draught in others. Some places may
even get colder. But we really don't
know what to expect."
Andy Kauffman. a University
Spanish major, said that he some-

the planet.
"Nobody's really proved it." he

looking at how alcohol is sold and
advertised around campus, considering prospective students' drinking
histories, offering recreational and
weekend activities to replace partying and not letting classes or exams
go easy on Fridays.
"Education by itself is not going
to solve this problem." said Henry
Wechsler, a social psychologist and

said. "I'm not going to worry too
much about it until they know for
sure what's going on."
Thomas said that most people
seem to share Kauffman's point of
view.
"People are concerned with
everyday problems that they can
see." he said.

"A chance of rain

showers will elicit more response
from viewers than global warming."

Samel agreed.
"People won't pay attention to
something unless it's happening
right now and affects how they live
their lives." he said. "By the time
we Starl to see the largest effects of
global warming, it will be too late to
change anything."

BEST-

''V

Resources

Continued from page 1.

Manager

and

Recipient of BG's Best Award
nominated the staff member will
also have the opportunity to introduce the award winner at the ceremony.
"It was a wonderful and meaningful surprise to receive this
award." said Pat Booth. Education

1999
"It's

nice 10 know your peers think you
are worthy of this honor."
Nominations are due March 24 to
Kevin Work in Instructional Media
Services in 10ID Education Building.

[on t believe
everything
you feel.
Yrxi vc been puflccl Inw the work! yon once
knew Ti*cn?'s <i reason lot it Us depression.
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tutional separation of church and

lic schools."
Maine and Vermont have narrow
programs to assist students in rural
areas while Milwaukee and Cleve
land have citywide voucher plans

state

Matthew Berry, a stall attorney
for the Institute for Justice, a nonprofit Washington law firm that has
defended vouchers around the country, said high courts in other slates
have dealt with similar provisions

Supreme Court refused to consider a

'This issue the judge ruled on
today we dealt with both in Milwaukee and Cleveland and won in both
those slate's Supreme Courts."
Berry said "So eventually we're
going to win this issue "
In Cleveland, a federal judge
ruled in December that that city's
voucher program violates the consti-

Wednesday Night:

j-j Jazz Nig ht%/y
Come see local students, faculty and
residents play a variety of jazz music.
19 and over welcome

Thursday Night: Left Undone
Drink Specials / Pool Tables

The

program,

remains in place

however,

while the

stati-

1998.

U.S.

appcals the ruling.
In

November

the

challenge to the Milwaukee voucher
program, which has more than 8.000
students tins year
But in December, the nation's
high court said'Maine. which has a
narrow voucher program to assist
students in rural areas, can continue
lo subsidize children who attend
some private schools while denying
vouchers for those who go to religious schools

Death row escape artist
executed in Texas
THI.

Asvunmi Pkiss

Wilkerson when he refused to leaVC

HUNTSVILLE. Texas — Adefi;ini condemned killer \shi> had tried
to escape from death row at least
twice spit out a handcuff kej .is
lethal drugs, hegan taking effect during his execution Tuesday.
The key fell from I'onchai Wilkerson's mouth onto the side of his

Find Falcon sports
scores every day in
The BG News
*".'■ *

Harvard researcher who led the surveys 'I hese heavy drinkers ...don't
think they have a problem."
Patrick Utz. director of the counseling; center at the University of
Notre Dame near South Bend. Ind..
said alcohol-free activities there are
well-attended, "but kids go out
drinking afterward."
"What is the way to teach young
people to he responsible and moderate when they drink'.' It remains a
very scary thing." Utz said.

education through a system of "pub-

face, where a shocked warden
picked it up. Wilkerson was pro
nounced dead at 6:24 p.m
made no final statement.

He had

Texas Department of Criminal
Justice spokesman Larry Fitzgerald
described the key as a universal
handcuff and leg restraint key. It's
unknown how Wilkerson got it
Wilkerson. 28. had struggled
with prison guards all day. He
refused to leave his holding cell near
the death chamber and guards had to
use additional restraining bands 10
bind him to the gurney.
Hours before the execution,
guards had to use a Mace-like gas on

Ins cell at the Terrell Unit prison
near Livingston for the 40-mile trip
west to the Walls Unit in Huntsville.
Wilkerson was convicted off the
1990 murder of Chung Myong Yi.
43, a Houston jewelet
More recently. Wilkerson. armed
with a sharpened piece of metal
fashioned from a typewriter part,
slipped from his death row cell l-'eb
21 and with another inmate held a
female prison guard hostage before
surrendering. The guard was not
harmed.
On Thanksgiving night 1998.
Wilkerson and six other condemned
prisoners lied their cells in another
escape attempt One of the convicts
drowned alter scaling a pair off tall
fences that surrounded the Ellis Unit
northeast ot Huntsville. Wilkerson
and five others gave up alter guards
began shooting at them.
Wilkerson was lith convicted
murderer to be executed in Texas
this year and the first of two scheduled this week.

LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!
80S THURSTIN-Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished
S.hool Year- Two Person Rate- S590.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- S510.00
517 E. REED -AT Thurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year- Two Person Rate- 5475.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $405 00
451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath
School Year- One Perdson Rate- S350.00
One Year- One Person Rate- S320.00
605 SECOND -One Bedroom, Unfurnished
School Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
One Year- One Person Rate- S33O.00
707 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
802 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall Dishwashers
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- S550.0O
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $465.00
818 SF.VFNTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall,
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rate- S535.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- $44000

505 CLOUGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, I Balh Plus Vanit)

GREENBRIAR, INC.

NEWI9VE
Rentals

332 S.Main
352-5620
www.newloverealty.com
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
#2 Augusta $745.00
483 & 485 S. Church $645.00
• 125 Clay St. #A
Free Gas Heat, Water &
Sewer $520.00
. 407 S. Enterprise #A $435.00
. 202 W. Main St., Portage $475.00
. 340 1/2 S.Main $365.00
. 140 E. Sixth St., Perrysburg $650.00

Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000
224E.W00STER
352-0717

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907,915, 921,
929, 935 Thurstin

School Year- Two Person Rate- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $540.00
615 SECOND -Two Bedroom, Furnished. 1 Bath
School Year- Two Person Rate- 5586.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $190 00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath
School Year- One Person Rate- 5425.00
One Year- One Person Rate- S375.00
!
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath plus Vanity in BR School ;
Year- Two Person Rate- S560.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $190.00
;
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom. Unfurnished, 1 Bath
School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
',
One Year- 5465.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rate- $495 00
One Year- Four Person Rate- $125 00

HOUSES FOR RENT
712 FOURTH Iff - NEWLY CONSTRUCTED 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath with
dishwasher, washer and dryer. Lim*3perpie. AvataUe May 20,2000.
$840.00 per month plus all utWes.
l^K3
m7 ~*
1501/2 MANV1LLE - One bedroom upstairs unit. Lirr* 2 people.
$400 X per month plus al utilities. Deposit $400.00.

•
•
•
•
CltllNIUAIt. INC.

3 bedroom/2 baths
Furnished
Close to campus
Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

...Get Them While They Last!

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

Avatet*iMay20,2000.
■rrr 11 ,
"~"
714 EIGHTH -Duplex Unit A Only. Two 2 bedroom units. Liml 2 people par unl
$600.00 pet monlh plus uWes Deposit $600.00.
Avaitebte August 24,2000.

_Ji^,—Ijj*

JU^

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Arc Located Al
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taco Bell

v
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NIT bound Falcons face BYU Cougars
PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT SPOUTS EDITOR

Daklchiclass,
crude, the
ultimate coach
Dan Dakich is a lot of things.
He is stern with his players.
He is tough, but fair. He is a basketball genius.
And he is the catalyst lor one of
the best seasons in Bowling Green
basketball history.
But. Dan Dakich is not the coach
bf the year.
Even though Dakich's Falcons
were picked to finish behind Kent
and Akron in the MAC East. Even
though he led them to the regular
season MAC championship. Even
though Kent finished behind the Falcons in the standings. Dakich finished second in the voting for MidAmerican Conference coach ot the
The

BG coach Dan Dakich hoped his
team wouldn't have the same NIT
selection fate as the Miami Redllawks had in 1996. when they were
selected to travel to California and
play Fresno State in the first round.
But he soon found out the Falcons
would be traveling the farthest of the
NIT teams
"We thought maybe Xavier,
Michigan or Notre Dame." he said.
"Then I said we could be one of
those teams thai ihey just send way
the hell oul there because they had
done il lo Miami. I was kinda hoping
il would be Kent and we would've
got the home game but that's the
way it goes.
The Falcons face the Cougars of
BYU (Brigham Young University in
Utah) at 7 p.m. Mountain West lime.
9 p.m. Eastern time. BYU's arena.
Marriott Center, holds 22.700 people, which amounts to the third
largest on-campus arena in the country.
Dakich said he would love for the
Brown and Orange to play in that

kind of atmosphere, which is one of
the nation's leaders in per capita
attendance.
The Cougars finished 18-9 overall and 7-7 in ihe Mountain West
Conference, which features teams
such as Utah. UNLV and New Mexico. BYU also had much success at
home this season, finishing 12-2.
BYU is captained by two juniors,
guard Terrcl Lyday and forward
Mekcli Wesley. Lyday leads the
squad with 17.4 points per game and
Wesley, who is second on the team
in scoring, lops ihe rebounding,
steals, field goal and free throw percentage categories.
"Basically, ihey have two guys
who can score." Dakich said.
In the post season awards. Lyday.
who transferred from Fresno Cily
College, collected the Conference
Newcomer of the Year and Wesley
was named Second-Team AllMountain West.
Dakich drew several similarities
between BYU and Miami
"BYU plays like Miami defensively. Ihey kinda gel back in the
lane and they're very physical." he
said.
'They play like Miami offensive-

ly also, except they |BYU| have a
strong inside presence and arc also
patient with the basketball."
The Cougars have had their share
of big wins and losses (his season.
Their biggest victory came over
Utah in Ihe conference tournament
58-54 March 10. BYU then got beat
hard by UNLV 79-56 the following
night, in which the Running Rebels
opened on a 26-2 run and held the
BYU offense scoreless for nearly 10
minutes in Ihe first half.
"When scouting them, we have to
Ihrow this one (the UNLV lossj out,"
Dakich said. "We have to look at the
best emotionally they can play and
thai is Ihe Utah game."
If the Falcons win. ihey face the
winner of the Southern Illinois/Colorado contest Monday night.
Falcon notes:
Despite winning the outright conference championship. Dakich is
still waiting for his teams reward.
"I haven't figured out yet whal
our award for winning the conference." he said. "I am sure there is a
trophy you get bul I haven't even
seen that. I guess |Dick| Vilale
talked aboul us nice so that's our
award I suppose."

I

NIT Tournament
Bowling Green (22-7 ) vs. BYU (18-9)
Wednesday 7 p.m (9 p.m. Eastern)
Marriott Center, Utah
Radio: 95.7 with Dave Horger •
Key stal: Bowling Green makes their
12th appearence in the NIT with their last
trip ending in a 98-95 loss to West Virginia in 1997.

Men*s Hockey

Hockey falls to Mavericks

better than Kent's 21-7 record, even
if it was by just a game. Accolades
1
arc just the icing on the cake, that's
32-12 advantage in shois after two when he slid Ihe puck past Masters
DAN NIED
• what everyone says. And while the
periods The Falcons were thorough- with 4:14 left lo play.
• BG basketball team has baked a pcrSPORTS EDrroR
ly outplayed throughout ihe first 40
■ feet cake. Dakich's slight leave- n
With 3:35 left the Falcons got
minutes. The Mavericks continually their chance to tie Rutheford called
without any frosting.
Shortly after the Bowling Green attacked with rush after rush, only to the Mavericks for a penalty, howevThere is no coach in the conference who means more to his team
hockey team ended the 1998-99 sea- be turned away by BG goalie Tyler er UNO killed it off with little scorthan Dakich.
son wilh a playoff loss to Michigan, Masters to keep the score lied after ing threat from the Falcons.
From the way he handles the
then sophomore forward Ryan Mur- two periods.
BG pulled Masters wilh 1:21 lo
' media, with a coy smile that could
phy was looking forward u> this seaHowever. Scott Hewson stuffed play. The Mavericks got an empty
' turn to a snarl with any dumb quesson.
ihe puck into the UNO net lo begin net goal from what appeared to be a
tion, to the way he handles a team
"We know that next year is the the third period. After some contro- high slick.
full of players who want to score.
Dakich has instilled a sense of pride
season." Murphy said of his team's versy and and a conference with the
Wilh the two earlier disallowed
and respect in Bowling Green.
goals in 99-00. "We expect lo make goal judge the referee. Brent RutheIf Dan Dakich isn't the coach of
it at least to Joe Louis Arena next ford waived the goal off. On the goals, that made three goals that
went against the Falcons in the third
the year then Carmen Electra should
year."
play, the goal light quickly went on.
have won the Oscar for her role in
period.
Murphy was wrong. Just barely.
however Rutheford was not in posi"Goodburger."
The loss moves BG's final record
In the Central Collegiate Hockey tion to make the controversial call.
If Dan Dakich is not the coach of
in 17-19-1. The Falcons fell into a
Association
play-in
game
at
NebrasThen,
a
few
minutes
later,
the
the year I defy anyone to prove it to
rut early in the season, losing seven
the Bowling Green basketball team.
ka Omaha, the Falcons fell one game Falcons seemed to have the go ahead
short of the CCHA semifinals in Joe goal once again when the line of games in a row. However, they had
Gary Waters' team was slacked.
He had all the tools to not only go to
Louis Arena.
Adam Edingcr, Ryan Fultz and Cur- been on a tear since Christmas.
the NCAA tournament, but even
"We've been playing well the
tis
Valentine jarred the puck loose
It took two disallowed goals for
make it to the Sweet 16. What hapsecond half of the season." BG
from
UNO
goalie
Kendall
Sidorek.
the
Falcons
and
a
questionable
pened to his Kent team? After playempty net goal by UNO, bul the Fultz ended up in the net with the coach Buddy Powers said. "We've
ing well in the first two thirds of the
Mavericks will make their way into puck, however the goal was waived finally been consistent."
season and all but securing themThe Falcons have not reached the
selves a bid to the big dance, they
Joe Louis Arena with a 3-1 win over off by Rutheford.
came into Anderson Arena, against
BG.
In the first five minutes of the CCHA semifinals since the 1996-97
Dakich's team, and lost.
The Falcons got the first goal of third period the Falcons outshoi the season when this year's senior class
Then, they traveled lo Athens to
the
game when senior defenseman Mavericks 7-2 while creating sever- was just a group of freshmen.
take on Ohio University in the last
Last night's game ended the
Mike
Jones scored in the first period al scoring chances.
game of the season. And. with the
to put the Falcons up 1-0.
MAC title at slake, ihey dropped the
After thai ihe Mavericks took chances of forwards Adam Edinger.
BG News File Photo
ball and lost to the Bobcats.
However, a short time later. Jeff over again, assaulting BG with a del- Zach Ham and Craig Desjarlais and
And the ship kept on sinking.
MURPHY—Falcon forward Ryan Murphy squares off Hogan tied the game up for the Mav- uge of shots, while the Falcons could defensemen B.J Adams and Jones lo
Waters' team played themselves
against Notre Dame goalie Tony Zasowshi. The Falcons
ericks.
only Ice the puck in desperate gel back to Joe Louis Arena.
completely out of the NCAA tournasquared off against Nebraska-Omaha, losing 3-1. They
defense.
And in the end. Murphy was
UNO
got
the
best
of
the
Falcons
ment when they lost their first game
ended the season at 17-19-2 overall and 12-15-1 in the
in Ihe second period. UNO outshot
Finally the Mavericks struck. wrong.
of the MAC tournament to the same
CCHA.
BG 18-8 in the session and held a Hogan got his second of the game
Ohio team. Maybe Waters wasn't
Bul just barely.
quite as prepared for the Bobcats as
he should have been
Men's Swimming
Women's Basketball
All the while. Dakich was leading his team to season ending road
wins over Akron and Marshall, the
MAC's other top teams And. while
the Falcons bowed out in the same
round of the MAC tournament as
Kent, it took a 32 fool shot h\
NICK HURM
Really strong. Ask the Bowling good enough for a seventh place finMiami to do it.
SPORTS WRITER
Green men's swimming and diving ish at the Mid-American Conference
After Kent's loss at Anderson
team. The Falcons broke three meet.
G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
she admitted the team was picked
Arena. Waters said that unless his
Jusl how strong is Mid-Ameruan school records in jusl the first day of
"Some of Ihe guys stepped up
SPORTS WRITER
team was upsei in the conference
fourth due to its tradition.
Conference
men's
swimming
and
competition.
BG
swam
strong
and did extremely well," assistant
tournament, there would be only on
diving'.'
throughout the meel. but it was only swim coach Paige Gross said. "The
MAC team in the NCAAs. Well, his
Many people might have considteam was upset, and (here is only
MAC conference is on an upward ered the past season a step down for
See WOMEN, page 9
one MAC team in the NCAAs: tourturn right now. We're getting a lot
the
Bowling
Green
women's
basketnament champion Ball State.
faster in the conference and a lot
Gary. I think you spoke tot) soon.
more competitive. Our finish isn't ball team.
Looking at the 11-17 overall and
indicative lo how much progress Ihe
Kent, and its coach, played its
way out of the NCAA tournament,
team has made this year."
8-8 Mid-American Conference
while the omission of Dakich and
PLACE SCHOOL
The BG swimmers gave quite a record compared to 13-14 and 9-7
POINTS
the Falcons from the NCAAs was a
showing on the first day of competi- the previous year, that might be
very questionable call.
tion. The Falcons watched three
1
Easternjjyiichigan
764
understandable.
Dakich gets the most from his
team records fall.
'players, and he isn't afraid to give
Bul the players and coaches
To open the meet, the BG 200
2
Miami .HJfrversity
them a swift kick in the ass to get
750
yard free relay team of junior Andy would beg to differ. The Falcons finthem on the right track. This season
Jenkins, freshman Tim Early, senior ished the season winning six of their
he introduced players like center
3
University of Toledo
451
Matt Johnsen and freshman Aaron last nine games including five in a
Len Matela and Dave Esterkamp to
Hemminger swam a school record
heights they've never reached
lime 1:22.91. The learn set the new row to grab third in the MAC East
4
Ohio Unirejfejty, jtA
before.
334
mark by only one-tenth of a second division. That alone is quite an
Dan Dakich is a lot of things.
over
the previous mark set two years accomplishment since BG was
5
Coach of the year should be one
Ball State University
317.50
ago.
picked to finish fourth in the diviof them.
"Overall I think we had a pretty sion in ihe preseason polls.
Dim Nied is the sports editor for
6
University of Buffalo
294.50
good meet." Early said. "We broke
At the beginning of the year,
the BG News. He is insanely jealous
just about all our relay records. We
that coach Dakich likes Pete Stella
coach Dee Knoblauch was surprised
had a lot of fun doing il."
so much more than him. He wishes
the team was not picked lower since
BG Neira FUc Photo
Ww could gel some love loo. Give him
the learn had just five players return SMITH—Falcon forward Afra
Northern
Illinois
225
See SWIMMING, page 9
t<i hug if von see him. Email him at
from the previous year. Although. Smith puts up a shot over
"•dnied&hgnet. bgsu. edit.
Miami's Jamie Stewart.

Men take seventh at MAC's BG defies critics
MEN'S SWIMMING AND DIVING
CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS
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STANDINGS
National Rasktltiull AmdaljM
Al A (.In,,,
By The \'.,K ,,,,,( I'rrvs
EASTERN CONFERENC1
Allanlk Disision
w
L
Miami
39
23
New York
38
24
lliilaslclplua
14
27
Orlando Ml
33
.476
BaHon
27
3ft
Ne-se kflB)
27
3ft
Wellington
20
44
Cmtrnl lrisisi.ui
Indiana
4*
20
Toronto
'ft
2ft
Clwlottc
34
28
[VI MM I
3|
31
Milwaukee
3(1
tt
Cleveland
:,
37
Atlanta
24
37
It
40
WESTERN CONFERENCE
MldstrM Ihtlslon
L
H
i tart
42
:u
San Antonio
411
23
Minnesota
37
25
llen.er
26
17
Dallas
2<
Houston
24
VnnConvCf
IH
Pacific Division
x-L A Lakers
S'
II
v Portland
48
15
Phoenix
V)
23
Seattle
19
26
SnCTUMMO
tt,
'i,
(•olden Stale
10
L A Clip|iets
11

AP All-America Basketball Team

Exhibition Baseball t.lan.i-

By The Associated Press

Its I hi Sssocialrd Press

Oakland

167 first-place votes. 336 total points)

6 1/2
8 1/2
II 1/2

470
4111
101
210

714

Minnesota

ft67

Baltimore

581

Seattle

556

thus Mihm. Texas. 7-0. 262. junior. 17.9 ppg. 10 6 rpg. 528 Ig pet . 2 4 blocks Troy

I VIM,II

545

Murphy. Notre Dame. 6-9. 225. sophomore. 22 8 ppg. 10.8 rpg. 801 It pel

Cleveland

5tK

SECOND TEAM

Toronto

462

Chns Carrawell. Duke. 6-6. 215. semnr. 17 4 ppg. 6 I rpg, I 4 apg

Anaheim

455

Texas

417

l»t
AJ Guyton. Indiana. 6-1. 175. senior. 203 ppg. 424 3-pt fg pet.

Shane Battier. Duke. 6-8. 215. |uruor. 17.4 ppg. 5 5. rpg. 820 It pel . 458 1 pt (g pel.
2 I stcalsMateen Cleaves. Michigan Stale. 6-2. 195. senior. 20 games. 11 5 ppp 7 /, apt-

Pel

GB

ft77
635
597
411

2 1/2
5

Courtney Alexander. I'resno State. 6-5. 200. senior. 25 1 ppp l 4 app

16 1/2
17

THIRD TEAM

18
25

Scoonie Pcnn. Ohio Stale. 5-10. 185. senior. 15 2 ppg. 4 4 rpg. 4 5 apg. 2 2 steals Pepc

403
3»7
281
76]
639
K.I
SKI

in

206

4 1/2
I'
14 1/2

Morris Peterson. Michigan Stale. 6-6. 210. senior. 16 7 ppg. 6 3 rpg. 424 3-pt fg pel

i<-

t titcnno

111

New VOtt

2M

Kansas ( its

211

NATIONAL IE \t.I I

Eduardo Najera. Oklahoma, 6-8. 235. senior. 18 8 ppg. 9 5 rpg (I. 731

It

Stronnle Swift. LSC. 6-9. 225. sophomore. 16 2 ppp. 8 2 tpp. 608 fp pet.. 2 8 hles.ke

3ft
10 1/2

HONORABLE

MENTION

line Col.-v. Tulsa. Mark Dickel. INI.V. Juan Dixon. Maryland. Khalld El-Arnin Conneetieul. Jason Gardner. Arizona
fat) II.,rns. Tennessee. Eddie Mouse. Arizona State t.iso bcobien Stanford Dan
l.anphi. Vandcihill IX-smond Mason. Oklahoma Slale
PeleMi keal 1 IneiMati; MikeMlllef I londa Terence Mo

Pel.

W

Mark Madsen. Stanford. 6-9. 215. senior. I 2 5 ppg. 9 2 rpg. 608 fp pet

Valiant Brown, tie-otpc Washinglon. Craig "Speedy" Claxton. llolslra

Wakieitto) iCamn
Ciolden Sue at Boston 1 p tit
Indiana al All in' i 1 til pin
Orbndo M ii.-,:,..,
I h„ai'>i a' t l.irloi,. 1 in ;, in
I \ t lippciv at SaviaiiK-nU, in 'tl ;' ill
MHIIMIIV iGamci
I \ I Bkcfa al Wafchtnglon 7 p in
I tah al Clcvel.in,!
PllibdelphU vx Miami. 7 VI pin
II,HI.loll al Mil-at.l. X p in
Dallas al Sail \tiluiii.. X tllpni
Van,oovei al Settle 10 p ni
Mmnmoti ai Banland. nipm

Boston

Sanchez. Temple. 6-4. 198. senior, ft 0 ppg. 5 ft rpg. 7 8 apg. 1 4 viealv

Joe Adkins. Oklahoma Stale. Cnlbcit Arenas. Arizona. Bricfc Hatklev. Si John's. Sir-

wlinchcd plavoff htflh

900

rampa it.,.,
Marcus Fiaer. lossa State. 6-8. 265. junior. 23 2 ppg. 7 5 rpg. .596 Ig pet. .433 3-pt Ig

683

581
548
500

Pet

W
Kenyoo Martin. Cincinnati. 6-8. 230. senior. 18 0 ppg. 9 7 rpg. 5fc8 Ig pet . 3 4 blocks

12 1/2
12 1/2
20

l.tilinii lo begin throwing
JUPITER. Fla. — Kenny Lofton. Cleveland's sixtime All-Slar center fielder, will begin a throwing program this week to strengthen his surgically repaired left
shoulder
Lofton, originally expected to be sidelined until the
All-Star break, could be back in the lineup by May.
"He's definitely closer to coming back than the predictions at the start of spring training." Indians manager Charlie Manuel said. "This is very good news."
The 32-year-old Lofton will begin throwing in two
or three days, lobbing the ball from about 40 feet away
and playing catch for 15-20 minutes each day.
He'll increase the length and velocity of the throws
over the next 2-4 weeks
"The idea is to build strength in his arm." Manuel
said. "We'll start off nice and easy and work from
there."
Manuel said Lofton might be allowed to participate
in games during the final week of spring training, perhaps as a designated hitter. He has been able to run and
swing the bat, but unable to throw with force prior to
his visit Monday with Dr James Andrews in Birmingham. Ala.

\MERII ANLEAGIE

EIRST TEAM
Pet
620
613
557
9 1/2
129
420
.313

JV©«> fcH«= W.«-€

..Maryland. Chris I'onci

Aulnirii Michael Redd. Ohio State

Houston

786

Arizona

714

Philadelphia

frf»7

t hKngn

(.10

Pillsburph

581

Montreal

545

St Louis

538

New York

Stl

Cincinnati

500

Atlanta

500

San Diego

455

Milwaukee

164

Indians 11, Cardinals 6
JUPITER. Fla. — Rick Ankiel remains upbeat, even
after he was hit hard by the Cleveland Indians in his
second start of the spring.
"I'm just trying to stay positive." the highly regarded left-hander said after the St. Louis Cardinals lost II6 Tuesday. "I don't know what happened today. I guess
it was just one of those games."
Ankiel gave up five runs, three hits and four walks in
three innings. All of the hits were on balls hit hard:
Lance Johnson's single through the middle leading off
the game. Travis Fryman's triple inside the left-field
line and Jim Thome's two-run double to left.
"There was nothing wrong with his stuff." Cardinals
manager Tony La Russa said. "He was just missing,
getting behind and then he had to throw the ball over
the plate and he got hit hard."
Fryman scored the first run off Ankiel in the second
on a sacrifice fly by Jolbert Cabrera that backed up Ray
Lankford against the left-field fence.
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•continued from page 8
"I think I have a lot and I think
the team has a loi lo be proud of."
Knoblauch s.ntl "
We did a nice job hanging in
there and we improved Thai's big. I
think almost every single player got
hcttct ami we got better as a team "
Season IlighlighLs
/\side from the five-game win
streak, the 1999-2000 season might
as well be called the "year of the
three." The Falcons earned a lol of
publicity for breaking the NCAA
record tor threes made per contest
with 9.25. The 9.V94 South Carolina
team averaged 9.19 a contest. Overall, the Falcons hit a new MAC
record of 259 this season. The 93-94
Kent and Toledo teams held the old
record of 234
"That's such a great accomplishment." Knoblauch said. "I don't
know that Bowlinu CJreen or I can't

remember any MAC team leading
the nation in any category so we're
very proud of that."
Knoblauch also said the team was
ranked among the top three in (he
nation in free-throw percentage al
77 pcrccrtt The team made 340 out
of 440 attempts. Francine Miller led
the team with 95-of-111 attempts for
86 percent. She had 17.1 points per
game to make the All-MAC First
Team.
Angie Farmer was BG's other
double-digit scorer with 12.2 points
per game.
Next season's outlook
The good news about next year is
the arrival of some height. None of
the three early signees are below 60. Kelly Kapferer from Jefferson
(Oh.) Area High School is the tallest
of the three at 6-2 while Andrea Ault
(Urbana. Oh. US) and Stefanie Wenzel (Sussex. Wis. Arrowhead US)

"Next year, we will have healthy competition
at every single position. You can't help but
get better and work harder in practice when
you look over your shoulder and there's
someone pushing you."
Dee Knoblauch
U'oHiei/.! Baskelall Coach
The biggest question is that of
filling the shoes of point guard
Jaymee Wappes and the versatile
Sherry Kahle. Knoblauch said she
will sign two point guards in April.
But if things don't work out there,
she will play Kim Griech al point
guard even though Knoblauch
would prefer things don't go that
route.
Off-season
workouts
begin
March 20. The team has confidence

,

24 Hour Towing

YOU-RE

*

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

going into the season according to
Knoblauch. It will also help having
15 players on the rosier

are both 6-0.

TI-E

£

"There were a lot of times we
didn't have the best situation in
practice in terms of healthy competition at positions," Knoblauch said.
"Next year, we will have healthy
competition at every single position.
You can't help but get better and
work harder in practice when you
look over your shoulder and there's
someone pushing you."

*

INVITED
TO

did get a personal best in the 200
yard breast finishing fifth in a time
of 2:05.69.
"He (Johnsen) definitely didn't
do as well as he would have liked to
do." Gross said. "Leadership wise
though, we couldn't do it without
him."
No one was more surprised than
Banel on the swim.
"I just gave it my all and it happened." Bartel said. "The time (1
earned) a senior national cut. which
is my first. And it's only off. 14 from
an Olympic trial cut. I couldn't be
any happier."
Bartel wasn't the only underclassman swimmer to have success.
Anderson finished a respectable
fifth place in the 100 yard butterfly.
Junior Bill Roehl also picked up personal best in the 200 backstroke and
200 individual medley.
The Falcons hosted the meet
which was held at Cooper Pool for
the first time since 1996.
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Lvn»«© Siixtvr LMC* SCHI-FCCK.\I
ON SATURDAY, MARCH 18.2000 *
^
*
FROM 8P.M. TO MIDNIGHT
AT THE

-7-

V

FRATERNAL ORDER OF EAGLES
(LOCATED ON MAIN ST. ACROSS FROM KROGERS)
DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY TO THE TEJANO STYLES OF £
M
BAD BOYZZ OF ADRIAN, MICHIGAN, FT
^
HOR D'OUEVRES AND CASH BAR AVAILABLE.
FT
TICKETS S15 COUPLE (SI0 W/STUDENT ID)
+
* "slTaX,, S10 SINGLE (S7 W/STL'DENT ID)

13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green, OH '353-2526

•continued from page 8
Jerkins wasn't done for the day.
Just moments later he swam the
I iMcst 50 yard freestyle in team history at 20.49 in the preliminaries,
eclipsing his old record thai he set in
December. Jenkins finished fourth
place in the finals, swimming just
under his record time at 20.60. Jenkins would go on to set one more
record on the night.
The Falcons 400 medley relay
team completed the trifecta of
records falling for the day. The team
of Early, Johnsen. Kevin Anderson
and Jenkins beat an old mark set six
years ago by over a second.
One of the biggest surprises of
the meet was the performance of
Ray Barrel. The freshman swimmer
raised the eyes of a lot of other
swimmers and coaches alike with a
third place finish in the event with a
time of 56.43. Johnsen has been the
more notable swimmer in the event,
but finished sixth overall. Johnsen

BURSARABLE. CALL 372.8325 FOR MORE INFO.

Always%atching
for news!
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SPORTS
College basketball

Poor Perm shooting concern for Bucks Injured Martin
leads AP team
THF.

Assor ITCD PRESS

COLUMBUS — Ohio Slate
coach Jim O'Brien believes thai his
team and his best player have set to
find their offensive groove through
28 games He just hopes the season
doesn't end before they finally do.
"I've said all along that I still
don't think we've played our best
game on offense." O'Brien said
Tuesday. "Nov.. we're running out
of time, so we'd better do it before
too long."
The third-seeded Buckeyes (226) take on Appalachian State (23-8)
at 7:50 p.m. Friday in the opening
round of the South Regional in
Nashville. Tenn.
For Ohio State to even come
close to last year's surprising run to
the Final Four, point guard Scoonie
Penn must begin to make some
shots.
The 5-toot-9 senior captain has
been in a season-long slump He hit
45 percent of his shots from the field
a year ago. but is at 37 percent so far
this season. His 3 point percentage

has fallen from 38.4 to 30 percent.
He has suffered through a particularly bad spell over the Buckeyes'
last six games, hitting just 19-of-71
shots from the field (.268) and 8-of39 3-pointers (.205). Ohio State has
won five of the six games.
Asked how long the Buckeyes
could win with Penn continuing to
slump. O'Brien said. "I don't know
how far — a game or so'.' I think
vse've survived it all year long in our
league. That's the reality of it. We
can survive it if we're guarding people and dominating the game defensively. But I don't want to find out."
Penn was 3 for 16 from the field
and 2 of 14 on 3-pointers in (he
Buckeyes' last game, a surprising
71-66 loss to Penn State in their first
game in the Big Ten tournament last
week. On several misses. Penn was
unguarded
"It's just bad shooting. That's all
I can say." Penn said. "I had open
looks and I didn't knock them down
There's nobody else to blame but
myself.
"But I feel very confident going
into this game shooting. If I get

"It's just bad shooting. That's all I can say. I
had open looks and I didn't knock them
down. There's nobody else to blame but
myself."

Scoonie Penn
Ohio State guard
those same looks that I got the Penn
State game, you've got to believe
I'm taking all those shots and I'm
going to hit a lot of them this time."
Penn said he there was no need to
worry about Ohio State or him being
able to produce points.
"I think I'm going to be shooting
the ball pretty well. I feel good
going into this," he said. "It's about
that time."
Penn State had difficulty stopping forward George Reese, who
scored 22 points on 9-of-13 shooting
from the field. In the second half, the
Nittany Lions sagged inside and
almost dared the Buckeyes to beat
them from the perimeter.
Ohio State's leading scorer,
Michael Redd, said he expects teams

to use that approach until the Buckeyes make them pay.
"I guess the theory is. 'Double
team the post so they'll shoot from
the outside," Redd said. "I love that
challenge and I think we're going to
get into that and make some shots."
Penn acknowledged he was
fatigued mentally and physically as
the Buckeyes rolled through their
stretch run. Poised to play in his
fourth NCAA tournament — the
first two at Boston College before
transferring to follow O'Brien to
Ohio State — he said he's energized
by the high stakes in March.
'This is it. I know this is the end
of the road for me. One more loss
and my college career is over." he
said. "But I'm not looking for my
college career to end this week."

Izzo, Spartans worry
about Valparaiso
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photos
;BUCKS—Above, Penn State's Titus Ivory knifes between George
"Reese, right, and Will Dudley.
•.SPARTANS—Below, Michigan State guard Mateen Cleaves
' cheers with the crowd after the Spartans won the Big Ten Tour' nament.

LANSING. Mich. — Michigan
Slate coach Tom Izzo says he's
proud to be the top seed in the Midwest bracket of the NCAA men's
basketball tournament.
But that isn't keeping him from
worrying about the Spartans' first
game Thursday in Cleveland against
16lh-seeded Valparaiso.
"You always have worry about
the first game because it's the first
game and so many people are telling
you" they have high expectations.
Izzo said Tuesday in a telephone
conference call. "We're just excited
by being the No. 1 seed in the Midwest. We're going to try to represent
the Big Ten well."
Michigan State, ranked 5lh
nationally in the Associated Press
poll, was named the top seed Sunday
after winning its second consecutive
Big Ten tournament in Chicago earlier that afternoon.
Despite the Spartans' success,
Izzo sees a lot of potential winners
when he looks at the 64-team
NCAA field.
"The tournament is as wide open
as it's ever been." he said. "We have
a chance, but a lot of teams have a
chance."

Michigan State (26-7. 16-3 Big
Ten) has won 14 of its last 16 games.
The Crusaders (19-12) have won 12
of their last 13 games and are the
Mid-Continent Conference champions.
"We're playing better offensively
at times." Izzo said, recounting his
team's progress this season. But he
said Valparaiso is a mystery in many
ways.
"You always worry about that
because you don't know as much
about them," he said. "They're a
good defensive team, and at times
shoot very well."
Izzo said his own team has
emphasized rebounding, in part
because it can be demoralizing to
the other team when the Spartans gel
repeated shots at the basket — many
of them from in close.
"The first couple of years it came
from necessity; we missed so many
shots we had to go gel ihem," Izzo
said.
Izzo said the Spartans would
leave for Cleveland Tuesday night
and practice there Wednesday before
playing Thursday night.
He said he feels no special pressure to win a national championship
in his third trip to the NCAA tournament.

SUMMER RENTALS
517 E. REED - AT THURSTIN - One bedroom furnished
Air Conditioned. $575,000 for the summer, $600.00
deposit. Available May 20, 2000 to Aug. 12, 2000.
723 THIRD - One bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned.
$525,000 for the summer, $200.00 deposit.
Available May 20, 2000 to Aug. 12, 2000.
810 FOURTH - One bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned.
$575.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit. Available
May 20, 2000 to August 12, 2000.

St- %tMi $>ay

PARTY!-£
Upstairs Bar Opens at

5:30 A.M.
Specials on Killians & Guinness
Patio Open - Weather Permitting

night Bring in your
Spring Break Mug
WW
-

a"d Well fill it?
,

839 SEVENTH - One bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned.
$550.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit. Available
May 20, 2000 to August 12, 2000.
701 FOURTH - Two bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned.
$650.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit. Available
May 13, 2000 to August 12, 2000.
649 SIXTH - Two bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned.
$650.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit.
Available May 20, 2000 to August 12, 2000.
505 CLOUGH - Campus Manor. One bedroom furnished.
Air Conditioned. $650.00 for the summer, $200.00
deposit. Available May 13, 2000 to August 12,
2000.

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taco Bell
\

THK
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Cincinnati center Kcnyon Martin,
whose season was ended just before
the NCAA tournament by a broken
leg. was still the leading vote-getter
on the Associated Press All-America
basketball team.
Iowa Stale forward Marcus Fizer
was second in the balloting Monday,
and he and Martin were joined on
the first team by Indiana guard A.J
Guylon, Texas center Chris Mihm
and Notre Dame forward Troy Murphy.
Martin, just one vote shy ol being
a unanimous selection, was the Conference USA player of the year after
averaging 18.9 points. 9.7 rebounds
and 3 4 blocked shots. The 6-foot-8
senior broke his leg three minutes
into the Bearcats' tournament quarterfinal matchup with Saint Louis.
The loss caused Cincinnati.
i.mkcd No. I at the time, to be
selected JS a second seed for the
NCAA tournament.
"I m very happy to receive this
honor." said Martin, a three time
defensive player of the year in the
conference, "It's one that I have to
share with my coaches and teammates. They've done so much for
me and my career and they have
been so supportive with my injury."
Martin was selected to the first
team on all but one of the ballots
from the 68-member national media
panel, and had 336 points in the 5-3I system.
"He's very deserving, lie is
unquestionably the best player in the
countrv." Cincinnati coach Bob
Muggins said of the Bearcats' first
AH-America selection since Danny
Fortson in 1997. "Aside from the
obvious, in terms of his contribution, he brings more intangibles to
the floor than anybody in college
basketball. As great a player as
Kenyon is. he is even a greater person."
Fizer, the Big 12 player of the
year and the conference's leading
scorer the last two seasons, led the
Cyclones to their first league title
since 1945 and is their first All-

AP ALL-AMERICAN
TEAM

r
/i
MurphY
Fizer

Guyton

Martin

American since Gary Thompson in
1957.
The 6-8 junior averaged 23.2
points and 7.5 rebounds while shooting 57 percent from the field, including 43 percent from 3-point range.
He received 57 first-team votes and
313 points.
"I have never been more excited
for a player," Iowa State coach Larry
Eustachy said. "He certainly
deserves to be a first-team AllAmerica."

Associated Press Photo
AP, MARTIN—Top right, the 1999-2000 AP All-American Team.
Above, Cincinnati forward Kenyon Martin sits stuned after
breaking his leg last week. Despite the injury, Martin was named
AP Player of the year.

UAO Now Showing:
Mud \u
"A BREATHTAKING
PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER!
Mike Cidotii ABC IV

"THE MOST INTENSE AND
MOVING FILM THIS SUMMER."
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Door Prizes:
$20 Easy Street Gift Certificate
$20 University Bookstore Certificate
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American Society ol Interior Designers
Meeting Wed March 15 BA 112-8:30pm

Freddie/Frieda applications now available Pick up in 365 ED or 405 SSB

Senior Question »52
"Will employers care about my
C in English?"
Get all the answers:
bgsu eGrad2000 com

Mascot applications now available. Stop
in 365 ED or 405 SSB.

Found CD holder Downtown Bowling
Green. Call to identify 354-5788
MISSING
Gray, female, declawed cat.
Call if found, David at 352-8913
REWARD

Services Offered
CAN YOU AFFORD TO LOSE WEIGHT?
YES! INEXPENSIVE, GUARANTEED.
RISK FREE. NATURAL WEIGHT LOSS.
CALL 419-399-5060

Personals

Senior Question #113
"Will I ever see daylight
once I have a |ob">"
Get all the answers.
bgsu eGrad2000.com

Senior Question #121
"Do I really need
to network ">"
Get all the answers:
bg su eG rad2000. com

Senior Question *113
"Will I ever see daylight
once I have a job?"
Get all the answers:
bgsu eGrad2000 com

"FLUENT IN SPANISH!!
Summer jobs in Fremont, OH.
$7 73/hf-lncome Maintenance Interns
wilt work with Migrant workers to
determine eligibility for Gov't benefits
Apply @ Co-op: 310 Student Svcs
2-2451 details. MUST be:
"FLUENT IN SPANISH!'
Brewster's St. Patrick's Day Party
Live on the air with Rock 106.
Events begin at 7:00.
Contests, giveaways & freebies.
Tony Papa and Adam Dudding at 10:00.
Open at 11:00am.
Call your date now!
1-900-773-1011 (ext 3450)
$2 99/min Must be 18 or older
Serv-U 619-645-8434

Personals
Worried about pregnancy?9
Ffpe Pregnancy Tests Confidential and
Caring 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Wanted
Female roommate, own room, lor 20002001 school year, $230/mth ♦ utilities and
elec Call 354-1605
Need 2 or more summer subleasers tor 2
bdrm apt. Call for info 353-4449.

Lost/Found

Campus Events
American Society ol Interior Design
Dunk Tank-Bursarable
March 15-Wed 12 Noon-4pm
Education Lawn

Personals

Senior Question #121
"Do I really need
to network?"
Get all the answers
bgsu eGrad2000 com

Subleaser wanted
5/10-7/27 call 372-6058
Located oft Napoleon

Help Wanted
Senior Question "52
'Will employers care about my
C in English''"
Get all the answers.
bgsu.eGrad2000.com

The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would
like to congratulate Jaimee Johnson on
her engagemenl to David Weaver.
Unlimited Tanning-1 month-$25
Unlimited till end of finals-$45
352-7889
Want to be Fneda or Freddie? Applications available in 365 ED or 405 SSB.
Would you like $500?
We want to give it to you!
Scholarship
-Available to BGSU off-campus or
commuting under-grad student in good
academic standing with the university.
Applications are now available at these
locations.
Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus
Student Center
Office of Student Life
Financial Aid Office
Applications are due-5:00pm, Friday,
March 31, 2000 at the center.
Turn applications into Barb or Brent.

S FUNDRAISERS
Open to student
groups & organizations
Earn S5 per MC app We
Supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website
1-800-932-0528X65
www ocmconcepts com
'Needed cleaning people 2 weeks starting graduation day Plus general labors
starting now 4 graduation for summer
Call 353-0325
400 Counselors/instructors needed1 Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains. PA.
Lohikan, 800-488-4321 www.lor.ikan com.
6 people needed to help graduate student
conduct telephone surveys. Work for 2
weeks from March 27 lo April 8. Flexible
hours, mostly afternoons and evenings
about 10 hours per week Administer surveys to students, you will not be selling
anything. Earn $5 50/nr. To apply call Toby at 372-8634.
Aspiring Writers
Inform. Expose
Provoke, Explain
Tell. Ask. Vent. Change
an online college community
email earn@maincampuscom
$25 per article!

Help Wanted

Help Wanted
Barry s Bagels now hiring counter help
3rd shift. Contact Suzie at 354-0011.
Earn $10 00 per hour working m-store demos and promotions in Bowling Green
now Lots of work, weekends only. Saturdays 10am-4 30pm. Sundays 11 00am5.30pm. Pick and choose days you are
available Job is fun and easy, passing
out samples and coupons to cuslomers in
local stores. Call Biihe toll free at 1-886705-2008 Earthbound Entertainment &
Promotions. Beatrice, Nebraska
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starling pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5 55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled |Obs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5 00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC . 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kmko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks
Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Student organizations earn $1,00-$2,000
with the easy campuslundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event No sales
required. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today' Contact
campusfundraiser com, (888) 923-3238
or visit www.camDusfjndraiser.com
GAIN PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
BEST SUMMER JOB IN BG
Student Publications is now accepting
applications for sales account executives
Gain valuable sales experience selling
phone directory ads to local businesses
Positions require 15-20 hours per week
and run from May through July. Students
must have excellent communication skdir.
be highly motivated and have own
transportation Stop by 204 West Hall for
an application or call Toby at 372-0430
for more info.

Dishwashers needed
l Oam - 2pm and 5pm - 10pm
Liberal starting wage'
Apply at Kaufman's at the Lodge
1628 E. WoosterSt
Gymnastics Instructors Wanted
for levels 4. 5, 6, 4 7
Perrysburg Gymnastics Center 874 9383
Help Wanted
Family Services Caseworker
Rural Opportunities. Inc is seeking a
caseworker Case management, community support services, and home visits
Relevant experience working with youth
and families and bilingual English/Spanish required Send resume to Tracy Rodriguez, 320 W. Gypsy Lane Rd . Bowling
Green, Ohio 43402 or call 419-354-3546.

Lai dtctpe pofWonj ■vaHabta Mowing
crew member, landscape installation crew
member, and garden maintenance crew
member Full or part time 419-832-0239.
Nillson's a full service landscape company
Line Cooks Needed
7am - 1pm and 5pm - 10pm
Liberal starting wag^'
Apply at Kaufman's at the Lodge
1628 E WoosterSt
Misc worker needed. Stan ASAP 20-30
hrs/wk, flex hrs , must also be able to
work summer Job mcl painting, shoveling, mowing, trash pickup, etc Apply at
Buckeye Inn 8-4 M-F Ask tor Tim 3521520
Now hiring for summer day delivery
personnel & day/evening prep
Apply DiBenedetto's
1432 E Wooster 2-5pm
Now is your chance to add real print
pieces to your portfolio and great job experience to your resume Continuing Education has 2 graphic designer student positions available m designing brochures,
catalogs, flyers, ads. etc You must have
advanced skills in PageMaker and Photoshop and knowledge of Freehand. Pnor
work experience preferred. Portfolio required. 15hrs./week. $5.90mr To apply
send resume and references'to Anita
Knauss. Continuing Education. 40 College Park by March 24.
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listen up class of 2000!
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Qabnel Mireles
returns to

4l

► Howard's Club H <
► on March 15th and 29th. -^
►
Folk. Blues & Lots of
.
y
Original Music.
^ Show begins at 11 p.m. ^

there are 1,000 things you didn't even know you had
Thinking
used oz\rs?

before graduation

Visit our website
to view our entire
used vehicle
v, inventory

raduation countdown
rf,
class

r*a>vrTOYOTA

of 2000 network

I.'.'- N M.in M . n.,-linC(.r.,n lfj-«7»l
Iulc4a <'all 244-2161

graduation announcements
online gift registry
real world guide
careers
.

Now on Cable Channel 6

and a whole lot more

5:3 Olive
Re-broadcast at

bgsu.eGrad2000.com
from your friends at
THE

\

enter to win a trip for 10 to
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NEWS

europe

3

10:10 & 1:30am
Wood County's
only LIVE local
Television news
L
source
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Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

Merchandiser
Part-time
Full-lime
Paragon Services, is currently seeking
part time or full time help lor in store
service to area grocery stores in Bowling
Green. Toledo, and Defiance. Evening
hours 8pm to 2am. Sunday thru
Thursday, flexible scheduling Must have
reliable vehicle and phone or pager.
S9.00 hr. to start Paid drive time and

2 laptop computers for sale. 1998 Tosiba.
A, B. and C drive. Asking $350. Tl. 1997
A. B, and C drive, asking $200, color
printer $50, Call Tim 353-0365 or 3532076, Iv. message.

•••L«rg«. 6 BR, 2 fir house, close to campus, incl. all utilities. 2 full baths, furnished, new ktch. fir, carpet, parking lot. rool
and will be painted in full by start of new
lease. Interested call 353-0325

3 10' Rockford Fosgate Punches in an
enclosed box. 600 watt California Menace
AMP 4 gage power wire. RCA cables and
speaker wire. All brand new, only one vehicle. 6 months old $400.00. Call Chad
354-0241.

1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454

mileage. Call 1-800-968-7685 ext. 551
Person's" needed to work with autistic
child in my Oregon home. Evenings 4 extended summer hours 419-693-7869
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top sports camp-Maine. Counselors to coach all sports: tennis, baseball, basketball, lacrosse, hockey, waterIront. ropes. BMX, mountain bike, golf,
water-ski. 888-844-8080 or apply
www.campcedar.com
Spnng Landscape Workers
352-2095

HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9% For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558.
Must sell 1991 Plymouth Sundance, very
good condition, asking $1200 obo, call
352-3904.
Nintendo 64
4 controllers
5 games, $250 OBO
Jeremy O 354-8868
Senior Question «113
"Will I ever see daylight
once I have a job?"
Get all the answers:
bgsu.eGrad2000.com

Summer Wort lor Sludents

Senior Question #121

Men willing to team and work on wood
floors including gym floors. Starting when
school is out for the summer until the end
of August. Work consists of operating
equipment, including floor buffers and
floor sanding machines. Also measuring,
laying out and painting game lines and art
work And applying gym floor finishes. We
will thoroughly train you in all phases of
the work. Job pays $8.00 per hour. You
can expect between 40-50 hours per
week. Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual and reliable and willing to accept
responsibility. Please contact Bob Koch
419-385-5814 or fax resume to
419-385-6483.

For Sale
1981 GMC Van 92,000 mi Runs good.
S750 obo Call Paul at 353-0377.
2 Creed tickets for sale for March 31 si
353-1157. Andy.

"Do I really need

to network?"

Apartment for Rent
1 or 2 subleasers, Fox Run Apts.
352-1476 call Jeremy

bgsu.eGrad2000 com

For Rent
•"Apts. Large & Small Houses
all close to campus Still Available.
Homes 916 3rd St. 6 bdrm. mcl util
211 E. Reed St. up new carpet
normally for 5-6
211 E. Reed St. On. lor 3
32S Leroy Up or Dn. both
1 bedrm. starts 350.
307 1/2 E. Reed St 3 bdrm for 3
W/D in unit garage, starts in May/00
Apts Avail on 9,12 or 15 pmt. lease
3164311 E. Merry 1 or 2 bdrm. apt. low
as 425 00 mo lum & AC also
Rooms 205 Mo. mcl util.
1 semester teases avail.
Listing avail. 24 hrs at office
316 E. Merry 3 or call
353-0325/9am-9pm

Looking for a place to live?
www.housing101.net...
Your move off campus!
Subleaser ASAP!!
Efficiency apt. all util. included.
$280/mo until August
Call Megan a 353-3164

,>—'

PSYCHIC NIGHT
PURCHASE

Baked Chicken

DON'T FORGET
AMNESIA
WEDNESDAY'S

m
m

w

PoWtvTOWrV
CORNER OF WOOSTER & MAIN

353-2505

[www, bgsu.edu/recsports
SPORT CLUBS

RFC SPORTS EMPLOYMENT

Men's Club Baseball
how
Kent (DH)
Saturday. March 18
11 00am at the I'ciiiberville Legion
Field

The last day to apply
for lifeguard or
aerobic instructor
positions is TODAY!
Stop by the SRC
Main Office by 5:00pm to
apply.

SI

hosts

Ashland University (DH>
Sunday, March ll»
11 00am at the Pemberville Legion
field

SPECIAL L VENTS

r®

Yoga Class

Student Rec Center Dance Room
March 23-Apnl 27. 2000
Thursdays from 4:00pm-5:00pm
Program
Information

^
'i*u

kUM I

'I « tinhii A hnnf ■

■™ P.nj..i-™. ..iifc.
'■»•"»•■"'»•■"•'—

Coal
Students: $15
Rec Sporu Members
Participant Limit
24

Operation: Parent Relief
Student Rec Center
Saturday. March 18 from 7-1 Opm
SCoSt:
%.*
SH/ehlld
(ages 512)

HI

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS

Vertical Adventures
Climbing Trip to Columbus, OH
Sunday. April 2. 2000 from 8:30am-6 00pm
Program Information..
• Skill Lcvel/Exeriioi). Bceiiiner/Suenu
•Coil $30 (sludenis). $35 (Rec Spoils
members)
• Pjnicipani Limn: 24
• COM Includes. Trjiuporution, jafeiy CIJSS "^
jnd u full dj> of climbing
• Regni/Jlion Deadline Wcdnesdj). March
29 at noon

Children -ill b« supervised
M all umes by Rec Sports
student employee!

KcRistration deadline is TODAY!

INTRAMURAL ACT VTES
Men's & Women's
Indoor Soccer
due Mar. 15

o

Co-R«c Broomball
entries due Mar. 16
all th« IM Office for d«t»i

Ml

CCo-R«c 3-pltch Softball
entries due Mar. 22

For more info about any of these programs
please tall 1722711 or email recreatet^bgnet

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
354-6036

M

m

Doubles Racquctball (M
Co-R) entries due Mar

If hfiRKIcNvflring. du« bg 3:OOpm to 130 Pttrg Fi.ld
House If ««ndlng «l«ctronlc»Hy. du« bg noon

V
>/
■J
V

Top wages
Flexible Hours
Paid Vacations
Health/Dental
Insurance
^ Employee Slock
Option Plan

Apply in person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537
(Just a few minute* from BG!
Take 1-4T5W to DmieMurn right.)

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

Management Inc.
llillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.
1-2 bedroom, 9 1/2- 12 mo.
ONLY ONE 2/BDRM LEFT
Leases. Stan at $380.
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios 1 bdrm. laundry on sile.
Starts at S250 Call 353-5800

Jay-Mar Apartments
o,»N«x,fc.2 bedroom Apts.
•3^t*gw*i
it***" J*

S450/mo.
12 mo. lease

NEWLY REMODELED
Jay-Mar Apts.
9 1/2 month leases available
Rjrnished & Unfurnished
803 - 815 8th St. / AvalNow & Fall
COMPUTE APT. MAKEOVER!
$550/mo., 12 mo. lease
The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry facilities
m bldg.. a/c. quiet.
From S395/mo.
The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C.
on-site laundry, ceramic We.
soundproof construction skylghts
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings

From S450/mo.
Call 354-6036
From 9 - 5

Take a virtual four at:
www.wcnet.org/-Highland

Management Inc.
Creenbeaver Apt. 642 S. College
2-3 bdrm; Allows pels (extra $)
slatting al $460 Call 353-5800

AJEfcCA
Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
1 bdrm BRAND NEW/
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Starts al $400 Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St..
I bdrm. Remodeled/Air
Conditioned/Dishwasher/
Garbage Disposal Starts al $400

Management Inc.
Slop I". our office M 104$ V Main Si
lor complete listing or Call 353-5800.
»«w. wcnfl.org/~nutca

Daffodil Days
for the Jlmortcan Cancer Society
M.irr-h 20

HELP WANTED

All discounts with student ID

hft*afea>t>ft***>>-tt>-ftl'
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READING FOR $1.00 WITH

1628 EAS1 WOOSTER-BOWUNG GREEN-354-2535

TO

Loam techniques lo
ace computer-adaptive
GREandCMrVTlests
■ Learn how the tests
"adapt to (he individual
■ Kxamine test taking skills
in more detail
■ Discover ways to master
the electronic formal
Classes Saturdays
Apr 1-May 6
To register or for more
information call
BGSl Continuing education,
419.372.8181

TARROT CARD OR PALM

•THURSDAY*

at the Lod

No pencil and paper?

Serious Student/Graduate Student
Housing Avail. Now & Fall

SirlOin Stedk
.WEDNESDAY.
Certified Angus Bee. Stuffed POrk Chop

Swiss Steak

What?

Apts. lor 2000-2001 school year
1 to 3 person - 12 mo. leases only
Sieve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm
Houses for rent: All 12 month leases, tenants pay utilities, security deposit 4 parental guarantees.
233 West Merry-4-f unrelated people, 4
BR. $740, avail. Aug. 23
316 Ridge(Front)-2 BR. $600 avail. May 23
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
after 5:00pm.

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!

130 E Washington Street. Bowling Grccr

Uizaue tlaaCDH Cmtzme

•TUESDAY*

Village Green Apis
2 bedroom Apts.
Available for August.
Call 354-3533.

Aoarlments 352-3445
2 bdrm. fum. 704 Fifth St.
1 bdrm. (grad students) 601 Third
2 bdrm. unfurn. (yr. lease) 710 7th.

TH-E AT-TZC
""^—■

Summer subleasers needed at 120 N.
Prospect #4 w/2 BDR, very spacious,
nexttoBW3 352-9523.

Across St. from campus. 1318 E Wooster, 3 BR house, May lease. Call 3529392

Get all the answers:

STEAKHOUSE®

Subleasers Needed
New 4 bdrm, 2 bath house. Dishwasher,
AC, W/D hookup, close to campus.
353-4467.

3-4 subleasers needed ASAP. 2 bedroom. 1 bath, furnished apt. Call Melissa
or Jean 354-4392.

Senior Question #52
"Wilt employers care about my
C in English?"

OUTBACK

Subleaser wanted June 1st. Rent 00 01
2 BD. Nice backyard. $450 ♦ ut. 129 1/2
W Reed 353-1161

12 month leases starting May 19. 2000:
230 N Enterprise »C-1 Br-1 person$345 t util.
266 Manville-1 Br-1 person$360 . util.
322 E. Court-1 Br-1 person$390 incl. all util.
420 S. Summit-2 Br-2 person$420 + util.
453 S. Prospect *C-1 Br-1 person$370 ♦ Gas/elec
605 Fifth #C-2 Br-2 person$390 * util.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666

>yx^^y^QQ<^QQQQ<x^^

■MONDAY-

Subleaser needed ASAP for 1 bdrm
house on E Wooster $150 month plus
util. Call 513-777-9838.

2 BR house, 801 Sixlh St., $52Vmth .
util., 12 mth lease, avail. Aug. 7, Call 6553084

Get all the answers:
bgsueGrad2000.com

Telephone order clerks full/part-time.
S6 OOmr guaranteed. Daily bonus avail.
Stan immediately 353-8705

Village of Put-in-Bay
Is seeking Dock and Park Maintenance
Workers lor the 2000 summer season.
Good starling salary plus bonus. Please
call 419-285-8545 for an application.

1,2,3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

93 Ford Tempo Runs great 115K, 1,800
obo 419-353-8085.

Summer Counselors
Great staff-Great facilities-Great Experience, N.Y.S. Co-ed Resident Camp 2
hours NYC. Athletics, Baseball, Basketball, Tennis, Roller Hockey, Swimming.
Watorsknng. Boat River. Woodworking.
Photography. Ceramics, Ropes/Wall,
Kennybrook-633 Saw Mill River Road,
Ardsley, NY. 10502 Fax (914) 693-7678.
1 -800-58-Camp2, E-mail:
Kennybrook@AOL.com.

Too many customers-not enough dancers
No exp. necessary, will train. FT/PT
419-476-6640

1 sub-leaser for now-Aug. on E. Merry,
S280/mth Contact Amanda at 353-0725.

3 mim-Schnauzer puppies, AKC, $350.
353-2341.

NEVER
WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

For Rent

The City or Bowling Green Parks and Recreation
Department is seeking several mature individuals lo join
our summer program staff.
Positions available are:
Aquatic Complex Manager. Swim Program Director.
Aquatic Complex Assistant Manager. Lifeguard, Swim
Instructor, Pool Attendant, Concession Attendant,
Assistant Manager for Carter Park Adult Sport Complex,
Park Maintenance (Ball Field, Parks and Aquatic Facility),
Arts and Crafts Instructor, Baton Instructor, Checrleading
Instructor, Youth Softball Umpires, Roller Hockey
Instructor, Track Instructor, Special Events Specialists and
Program Specialists who conduct Day Camps, Nature
Camps and Sport Camps for youth from 3.5-12 years of
age. Interested persons should bring a resume and complete an application at the Park office in Woodland Mall.
Office hours are Monday-Friday from 8:00 AM to
5:00PM. Interviews will begin the week of March 27th.
Direct questions to (419) 354-6223. The city of Bowling
Green is an equal opportunity employer.

■la-:".

Wanted!

r Infrastructure Project Student
Computer Support Intern
Responsibilities: The computer support intern will provide general hardware/software support, as the project depends heavily on use of computerized tools and databases. Primary tasks include installing, training and supporting a wide range of business productivity software, including Microsoft
products, calendaring and shared databases. The intern will manage shared
file space and. working with the project Web site designers, provide technical supporl for the site. Development of small applications or databases in
support of the project is a possibility. Familiarity with networks and servers
is a must, and deeper understanding of network hardware and software (particularly CISCO) is a plus, as is knowledge of Microsoft Project.
Other imperatives include interpersonal and communication skills and ability to: provide computer support for a variety of applications, work patiently
and skillfully with individuals of all levels of computer experience, learn
quickly, take iniliative and manage time effectively. This half-time position
is a great opportunity to learn new technologies and refine skills. Hours will
be arranged and may he flexible.
Q. Contact: Ron Lancaster - Computer Science Dept.
Ifer^ Office: 372-8697 • rlancast@cs.bgsu.edu

